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(By P. W.)
I am indebted to an old and good friend
of ours, Mr. Charlie M. Browder of Duncan,
Oklahoma, for the adjoining picture of Fulton's first passenger train. Charlie, a longtime subscriber and frequent commentator
of some of the things we write about (particularly polities), wrote last September,
sending along the old 1934 copy of The
NEWS which he had found in a desk drawer,
and which cOntained a very long story about
the early days of railroading in Fulton.
Charlie mentioned in his letter that"my
first recollection of Fulton was about 1900,
when they were putting in the double track
to Memphis,and I worked in the yards under
L. 0. Bradford."
Charlie dropped by the office for a quick
hello a year or so ago, and has maintained a
great interest in this area although he has
been gone for around 70 years. He is a fine
gentleman, and we wish him many more
years of health and happiness out there in
Duncan.
Wednesday I went up to the depot to get
a farewell picture of ,the City of New Orleans for today's paper, and while waiting
around for the train to arrive (it was late),
got to talking back about the days when the
News office was located down by the Lake
Street viaduct. When I used to work late at
night, I used to take a break, climb the bank,
sit there and talk to Boots Shepherd at his
little switchman's shack. From late evening
on to early morning Boots had a pretty busy
time operating all of those switches and I
liked to watch the trains come and go.
So Wednesday I heard a good one about
Boots, who was quite a character anyhow.
One night Boots spied office car No. 3
up on the siding above the depot and decided
that he wanted to'get some of those good
cigars that were always carried on office
car No. 3. He went to the car, but was unable
to rouse anyone.
Undaunted, he went to the depot, called
Chicago to get the phone number of car Na.
3; called car No. 3 via the railroad phone
lines, told the attendant he wanted a double
handful of those good cigars, got an affirma(CONTINUED ON PAGE SIX)
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The Morning Line
by ANGELA MUELLER

Come Saturday in Louisville, the tulips
and the roses will be blooming, the mint
juleps will be flowing, and exactly 100,000
voices will be singing "My Old Kentucky
Home" beneath the twin spires of Churchill
Downs. But for the 97th running of the Kentucky Derby, a part of the tradition will be
missing. Not all the best three-year-olds will
be running—only those that are left after
most of the good ones, by choice or by
chance, wound up on the sidelines.
The Derby lost much of its glamour
when Hoist the Flag, touted as a super horse
and maybe a Triple Crown winner, broke a
hind leg in a workout March 31. Ironically,
after the Flag had tow-roped his field by
seven lengths in his last previous start, jockey Jean Cruguet said "Na one will ever beat
this colt unless he falls down." Cruguet was
aboard for that ill-fated workout.
Earlier in March, Darby Dan Farm's.
promising His Majesty came out of the
Flamingo Stakes lame, and was laid up for
what may be a full year. Darby Dan has won
Derbies with Chateaugay (1963) and Proud
Clarion (1967); but two colts that might have
been their best, Graustark (1966) and His
Majesty were never able to try for the Derby
because of injuries.
When Hoist the Flag broke down, Good
Behaving took over as NewYork's top threeyear-old. He convincingly won the Wood
Memorial, beating Eastern Fleet, Executioner, and Jim French among others. But Good
Behaving was not nominated to any of the
Triple Crown races; his owner and trainer
did not expect him to develop as fast as he
(Continued on page four)
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Amtrak Begins Passenger Service
Saturday; Fulton Has P. M.Stops
(By PV7)

FULTON'S FIRST PASSENGER TRAIN (above) made its maiden run in 1858 or 1859 when
the first line to "Fulton Station" was completed southward from Paducah. The engine, "about
the sire eta thresher, burned wood and presented • thrilling spectacle as it roared along at IS
to 20 miles an hour, blowing forth smoke, fire, and steam." So states an account in The NEWS
of Jun* 29, 1134, just prior to this train's returning for a celebration marking the 80th anniversary ef relined transportation in Western Kentucky on July 4 of that year.

THE 1971 CITY OF NEW ORLEANS,one of the remaining three daily trains serving Fulton under the Illinois Central orange-and-brown colors, will make the tact passenger run for the I. C.
on Friday, inning an era of 97 years and 4 months of IC passenger operation. The new AMtrek corporation takes over Saturday.

County Vocational School Given
Approval For State Funding
A long and arduous struggle to get a Vocational Training School in Fulton County ended
in success on Tuesday when the Kentucky State
Board of Education announced approval for the
location of such a facility to serve the far western
portion of the state)
.
Superintendent of Fulton County Schools
Harold Garrison notified the Fulton News on
Tuesday that approval was given to establish a
$580,000.00 training school, which would be an
extension of the Paducah Area Trade School.
The Fulton County Board of torney, J. C. Bondurant.
Education, which has ardently
supported the project, was on
hand to share the good news
from the Board of Education.
Lending invaluable influence to
the local board's efforts were
State Senator Carroll Hubbard
and State Representative Ralph
Graves.
Representing
the
Fulton
County School Board with Garrison were; Mrs. Joe Rumfelt,
Earl Taylor, Neal Little, Tothmy Jones and the board's at-

The Tuesday
meeting was
considered a session for setting a priority schedule for
construction
vocational
of
schools. Fulton County is fifth
on the priority list of six centers.
In order, the centers and the
total cost of each center's facilities are: Newport,$600,000;
Boone County, $700,000; Marshall County, $585,000; Mayfield, $740,000; Fulton County,
$580,000: and Barren County,

$700,000.
Local districts will have to
Pay about half the costs of their
respective centers.
Superintendent of Public Instruction Wendell Butler was
clearly in the Fulton County
when
school board's corner
it came to seeking the vocational
(Continued on page four.)

Winston Heads Obion
Athletic Association
K. M. Winston, South Fulton
Elementary principal, has been
elected to his second straight
term as president of the Obion
County Elementary Athletic Association, an organization of
principals and coaches, at their
meeting Monday night, April 26,
at Blue Bank on Reelfoot Lake.
Nine schools are members
of the association. Each school
plays an eight-game basketball
schedule with a tournament in
January, and a five-game football schedule.

On December 24, 1873, the first passenger
train ever operated between Chicago and New
Orleans passed through Fultan. The train was
operated over the tracks of the Illinois Central as
far south as Fulton, over the Mississippi Central
and New Orleans, Jackson and Great Northern
into New Orleans.

ingham ends with the cutoff of
the City of Miami, unless it is
renewed - at a later date by
Amtrak.
The initial passenger schedule

announced by Railpax (subsequently changed to Amtrak)
calls for a basic minimum network that (tan be added to at
any time the new corporation
sees enough traffic to justify it:
thus, it is not unreasonable to
Next Friday, April 30, 1971—some 97 years expect Fulton-Birmingham
pasand four months later—The Illinois Central will senger service restored by addition
of
a
new
Amtrak
train
if
operate its last passenger train over this route
conditions warrant it.
flying its own colors.
Thal, of course, could be a
off.
Saturday, May 1st begins a new era of pas- while
While little has been released
senger service on the Chicago-New Orleans line. thus far about Amtrak, it Is
Amtrak, a semi-public rail corporation, will generally concluded that this
passenger rail service will
operate trains Number 1 (southbound) and Num- new
have its trains painted a new
ber 2 (northbound) daily, on a daytime schedule -and distinctive color scheme;
that will closely parallel the City of New Orleans that they will run on 100-mileper-hour schedules when the
schedule, as follows:
roadbeds permit; that they will
offer
innovations such as movEFFECTIVE SATURDAY:
ies and other luxuries enroute,
and that every effort will be
Amtrak Fulton Schedule
made to win back the public
support that rail passenger
No. 1, Southbound 3:31 pm.
service once enjoyed.
No. 2, Northbound
4:50 pm.
EIlective Friday night, the as will the City of Miami,
Panama Limited, the Chi- the Chicago-Florida everycago-New Orleans night lux- other-day train. Passenger scrury train, will be discontinued; vice between Fulton and Birm-

City Extends Deadline
For Water Pump Bids

Rights Group
Established In
South Fulton

Mayor Dan Crocker announced Wednesday that the South
Fulton City Commission has established by resolutions a South
Fulton Human Relations Commission.
The organization is being eswith guidance from the
The Fulton City Commission decided at its tablished
Tennessee Human Rights Commeeting Monday night, April 26, to extend until mission and its executive secMay 3 the deadline for bids to install a water retary, Cornelius Jones. The
will act in an advisory
pump at the site of the new Hadley Adhesive and 1111C
capacity
concerning
racial
Chemical Company plant. The Commission also problems, and will meet once
voted to waive the ordinance requiring that they a month with ftw South Fulton
City Commission.
advertise for
has met previously with
According to Mayor Nelson bid on the Installation. After theJonas
city commission, Mayor
Tripp, the city of Fulton has talking with Hufft Monday night, Crocker, and a delegation of
Commissioners decided South Fulton
agreed to install at the Hadley the
ministers, He will
plant site on North College a that prospective bidders might return for another meeting to
water pump capable of pump- need more time beyond the help direct the formation of the
ing 2,000 gallons at 75 pounds original April 28 deadline to HRC.
pressure for a two-hour period. prepare their bids.
At Jones' suggestion, the
A special meeting will be held commission
Hadley's insurers specified that
will include four
the plant's fire prevention sys- Monday, May 3, at 4 p.m., at white members and three black
tem include a pump of that which time the Commission will members all of whom
must be
examine the bids and award residents
capacity.
of South Fulton. ApCity Engineer Jim Ruin con- the contract.
pointments will be made later.
Since ground for the Hadley
tacted about seven manufacturMayor Crocker emphasized
ers April 21, inviting them to
(Continued on Page Six(
that the city commission decided on its own to form the
HRC, and that it was not formed
in answer to a request from the
Concerned
Black
Citizens.
"This Human Relations Commission
idea has worked in
other
Tennessee towns
to
Members of the Kiwanis Club Shepherd, vice president; Floyd smooth race relations,"
he
of South Fulton met Monday S. Dedmon, secretary; David stated.
night, April 26, at the Park McCoy, treasurer; and the folTerrace for an organizational lowing directors: Ted R. Barmeeting and election of officers. clay, Manus P. Williams, JimDistrict Lt. Governor E, R. my Clement, Wayne Dunavant,
Barton and members of the Charles Powell, Elmer MansUnion City Kiwanis, which is field, and Gardner Whitlock.
the South Fulton club's sponAll regular Kiwanis meetings
sor, were present.
will be on Monday at noon in
Officers elected were James the Park Terrace. On May 3
Bill Jackson defeated Jimmy
(Continued on page 6)
B. Owens, president; John A.
Johnson in a special election
Thursday night, April 22, to
choose the new president of the
Fulton Jaycees. The election
was held at the Jaycee Cabin.
Jackson, an employe of Ferry -Morse Seed Company, succeeds Norman Harwood, who
was elected president a month
ago but was unable to serve
when he was transferred to
Mayfield.
David Austin, an employe of
Office Outfitters, was then
elected to succeed Jackson as
State Director.
The new officers were installed Friday night after a
potluck dinner, attended by the
Jaycees and their wives, at the
center.
community
Dennis
Woodall, state secretary, was
speaker.
guest
the
At the Thursday night meeting, the Jaycees discussed their
proposed Fourth of July picnic
at the city park.Ideas for picnic
activities included a barbecue
supper, pony rides, bingo, a
dunking machine, a greased pig
chase, and a tractor pulling
contest.

bids.

J. B. Owens Named President'
Of New South Fulton Kiwanis

Jaycees Elect
Bill Jackson
New President

The News Would Like To Return Elisha's Tombstone
(By Paul

WestiSielhit,

Jr.)

Elisha
Freeman has been dead since
Sept. 5, 1859. That's 112 years
ago.
yet, he has in a way
been a constant anduseful helper in the production of
the
News
Fulton County (Ky.)
right up to
April 15, 1971.
Thereby hangs a most unusual tale. It's• mystery that
the Fulton County Hews is going
to try to unravel, with the help
of any and all Freemans living
within
50 miles of Fulton,
any or all of whom may be des-

cendents of Elisha Freeman.
The Fulton County News
would like to locate the grave
Of Elisha Freeman and return

faint name of Elisha Freeman; if he knows nothing about it.
everything else was carefully
On the area scene, our
and completely filled in with "detective" work has turned
plaster of Paris in such a man- up this much, thus far:
inn as to indicate that a sucMrs. Mildred Freeman of
cessful attempt had been made Fulton could tell us only
to camouflage the identity of that her husband's family came
from Weakley county.
the stone through the years. here
We thereupon went to MarThe occasional sliding of the
stone back and forth co its table tin to talk to an old fries/
had worn and polished the face Wade 'Red' Freeman, who is
motor pool superintendent at
and uncovered the name.
decided to begin UTM. Mr. Freeman told us that
So we
to unravel the mystery. The an Eitshe Freeman taught him
stone was carefully carried in school in Gleason in 1924,
outside, a chisel was used to and had subsequently taught
Chip out the plaster covering, in Martin and at various
and in about three hours a schools in Weakley County
Martin,
moving to
handsome and ornate bit of before
where he died at his residence
carving was uncovered.
his
Street
90th
on
in
White
names
No other dates or
were found; only an inscrip- year. Red called Prof. Free'than across the draped carv- man's daughter, Mrs. see
ing reading, "There is Rest Gardner Crowe, at Sharon,
about the matter. Mrs. crows
In Heaven."
The artwork in the stone was stated that, besides her fathvery clean and bears little sign er, Elisha Lafayette Freeof weathering, such as many man, she knew of no ancesold stones do. It Is therefore tors in the family by the name
that the stone has of Elisha.
concluded
not remained out In the weather Red said, however, that there
about five Freeman
for many years— we would were
guess not over 25. That would families in and around weakdate its appropriation to the ley County, none of which were
industry to the late closely related, and possibly
printing
A rabies clinic
will be
1870's, or about the time the one of these families could
offered by the °Mon Cqunty
first newspaper began pub- throw more light on the matCIIPSOSITY of New publisher Faul Westplielleg now Health Department Thursday,
ter. Red, incidentally, was aroused, the stone
lication in Fulton
was carried outside behind the News office May 6, from 2 to 4 p.m. at
J. Paul Bushart, from whom born in the Liberty neighbor- and, after about three hours of earedully chipping
away the South Fulton City Hall. Dr.
we purchased
the News in hood between Gleasonand Sha- plaster of Paris covering, the handsome artwork bowe)
was Carlton Myers will administer
1947, lives in Baton Rouge, ron in 1909; his father, Claud, exposed. The stone was cut through the line that indicated
the shots.
was
a
Weakley Coon- date of death and, as nearly as can be made out, It
native
La. We'll send him •copy of
Two types of vaccination urn
reads "Sept.

the top part of his tombstone.
We discovered last week, in
removing one of the page Mike..
up stones that have been used
ever since we bought the paper 23 years ago, that we
have been using the backside
of Blithe Freeman's grave
headstone for all these years.
How it got here, how long It
has been here, where It came
from, • how long it has been
used in the local printing industry is anyone's guest. We
would surmise, from the dried
ink encrusted
on it, that It
hes been used as a printer's
Wakes, stone for many pars.
It could conceivably have been
Mailed from the grave back
when the first weekly newspaper began publication here
this story to see
lit 1E79 or 1880.
if he can fiats., born north of Dresden.
OUT Search next led US to
34 x 36-inch 'tone, throw any light on the matter,
The
when turned over, bore
the but we wouldn't be surprised
(Continued on page 6)

Obion County
Plans May 6
Rabies Clinic

IS, 1859." The
figure in the carved work in the be offered. A one-year vaccenter
upper section is a clenched rightfist, with the forefinger pointing cination will cost $1.50, sad•
three-year vaccination $3,
Y43
.
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'POET'S CURINIER

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPNELINO
Editors and Publishers

Parents ....
Know the Drug Threat
Today's Subject: Barbiturates — Depressants

We Salute The Jaycees And Their Community
Projects: Your Contributions Deserve Applause
The NEWS likes to offer a
public salute to an organization
whenever one is due, and that just
about automatically includes the
local Jaycees every year following
their "Distinguished Awards banquet.
The annual awards banquet
includes a report to the Club on
the activity program just completed by the External VicePresident, and the list—all bonafide, genuine projects of this comparatively small group—is so long
as to be absolutely staggering.
Consider the fact that from
April 1970 through March 1971
the Jaycees took on twenty-six
outside inajor projects in the
County, and in the community.
Twenty six projects in addition to
their own within-the-Club projects
of leadership training, self improvement and other programs.
Consider that these projects
all required a lot of manpower,
time and energy. Consider also the
fact that the community gained
something from each one of them,
be it charity, entertainment, or
just a helping hand where needed.
For instance, during the past
year the Jaycees sponsored and directed—
A July 4th barbecue and fireworks exhibition at the city park,
plus a big outdoor dance; a series
of teen-age dances; programs for
selection of the "Outstanding
Young Educator", the 'Outstanding Young Farmer", the "Outstanding Fulton County Teenager"; an Easter egg hunt; a $3000

Christmas baskets for the needy
program; a Christmas lighting
contest; a New Year's eve supper;
a community Christmas tree;
An airport improvement project; a highway welcome signs project; a "Big Brother" program to
assist rehabilitation; sponsored a
Boy Scout troop; a Halloween
candy sale; a barbecue supper for
the Fulton band parents; a "Honey
Sunday" to benefit retarded children; a series of turkey shoots; a
mental health fund drive;
Six projects during last year's
International Banana Festival including the Amigo program; construction of the stage, wiring of
the tent; the Battle of the Bands,
operating a concession booth and
running the adult dances and concessions.
The list might not have been
complete, President Tommy Perry
explained. The External Vice
President, Barry Bondurant, had
the complete list but was unable
to make the dinner and deliver
his report personally. Perry just
jotted down those that he could
remember!
All that we can say to the Jaycees is that "You are a good organization; you make many worthwhile contributions to your area
and we are all the better for your
being here. Congratulations to all
of you."
The News understands that
the local Jaycee chapter may be
rated among the top three in the
State. We'll endorse that!

After 100 Years Of Passenger Train Service,
The IC Retires Its Colors On Saturday
This is undoubtedly the week
to drag out all the nostalgic memories and hang them out on the
line as the tears drip silently off
of one's chin in fond recall of yesteryear.
But to participate in this emotional experience, you have to be
old enough to qualify. We'd say
you need to be at least 35 or up.
This, my friends, is that tragic
moment when an era comes to an
end in Fulton; yea. throughout
most of the country. That is, it officially comes to an end this weekend. Unofficially, it began coming
to an end years ago when we quit
buying passenger train tickets
and started buying airline tickets
and gas for our auto instead.
This is the weekend that the
Illinois Central scrubs all of its
passenger trains from its official
running equipment, after over 100
years of service to Mid America.
This is the first weekend one cannot catch a passenger train to
Jackson, or to Birmingham, or to
Florida, from Fulton.
This is the weekend to reminisce on the days when one used to
come to work in Fulton from
Water Valley via the 7:30 a. m.
train every morning and back at
5:30 every evening. This is the
week to reminisce about the days
when one would make the Fultonto-Union City trip by train,simply
by catching the first train to Martin and then transferring via the
NC & St1., to Union City. Maybe
a few hours wait, but nothing to
Voted rine ef Kentucky's "Best All gbeene
Weekly Papers.
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it. Back in those days, there were
plenty of trains, going everywhere, serving everything.
But little by little they've
been taking up the rails, cutting
off the schedules, cutting down the
connections. Little by little other
ways of "getting there" have been
creeping into the scene. After
World War II and its hectic, frantic, wearying years of massive
transportation headaches on the
railroads, automobile production
suddenly zoomed, good highway
mileage suddenly zoomed, airline
service suddenly zoomed; and rail
passenger service as quietly became deflated.
Come Saturday, May 1st there
will be no more City of New Orleans, no more City of Miami, no
more Panama Limited, but at
least there will be something.
There will be Amtrak No. 1 and
Amtrak No. 2. both of which can
conceivably bring new excitement
to the rails, and a brand new set of
emotional experiences for you
youngsters to tearfully reminisce
about in another 50 years when
another crisis will probably develop.
BIBLE DIGEST
H. B. Dean
Salvation is a gift bought and
paid for by our Saviour, attainable
only by simple faith in the giver.

Barbiturates, unlike Marijuana, Heroin and Hallucinogen",
are legitimate drugs. However, although they can be and are
prescribed legally by physicians, they can be extremely danTalk happiness. The world is sad enough
gerous when misused because normally used they depress the
Without your woes. No path is wholly rough;
central nervous system . . . the brain and spinal column. In
this category are:
Look for the places that are smooth and clear,
SECONAL, SECOBARBITAL: these are red capsules and
And speak of those, to rest the weary ear
referred
to by drug misusers as "Red Devils" — NEMBUTAL,
Of Earth, so hurt by one continuous strain
PENTOBARBITAL: these are yellow in color and in capsule
Of human discontent and grief and pain.
form also. Slang term is "Yellow Jackets" — TUINAL, AMOWITH SECO-BARBITAL: red and blue (half & half) and called
"Rainbows" on the street market — AMYTAL, AMOBARBITalk faith. The world is better off without
TAL: all blue .capsules, called "Blue Heavens" by abusers.
Your uttered ignorance and morbid doubt.
These are all dangerous prescription drugs usnally preIf you have faith in God, or man, or self,
scribed as sleeping pills. They are the most commonly found
Say so. If not, push back upon the shelf
barbiturates on the illegal "street market". BARBITURATES
Of silence all your thoughts, till faith shall come;
ARE HIGHLY ADDICTIVE. Physical addiction or, as it is called, "physically hooked" users will:
No one will grieve because your lips are dumb.
Require increased doses regularly because the body
builds a tolerance to these drugs.
never-changing
dreary,
Talk health. The
tale
Be depressed, drowsy and demonstrate marked slurOf mortal maladies is worn and stale.
red speech.
You cannot charm, or interest, or please
Become psychologically dependent, or mentally
"hooked".
By harping on that minor chord, disease.
Suffer withdrawal pains if dose is not available and
Say you.pre well, or all is well with you,
can experience nervousness, tremors, convulsions, deAnd God shall hear your words and make them
lusions, hallucinations and delirium.
true.
. "Intoxication" on barbiturates can range from lethargy to
deep coma, depending on how much is taken. The trouble is,
after taking too much the misuser doesn't remember how much
Ella Wheeler Wilcox
he has taken and often takes more and more until a coma results. In addition to these dangerous possibilities, drug users
by Heron Carvic. This is the often drink alcoholic beverages in addition to taking drugs, at
story of a retired schoolteach- the same time they are "on" drugs. It has been oroved that

OPTIMISM

FULTON'S

er who is thought to be a barbiturates, when combined with alcohol, can be deadly! Inwitch. Miss Seeton is offered tended cr accidental death can result. More people commit suitwo Jobs, one as a part-time cide with barbiturates than with guns!
school teacher and the other
It is best to keep well in mind the fact that some barbituJob is offered from Scotland
from home medicine chests, but
Yard. It is most interesting rates are nbtained by youth
BY LUCY DANIEL
Miss the vast majority are obtained from "street markets." Most
to find out which job
Seetcn accepts and to follow barbiturates are made legally in the U.S.A., sold legally to
Several new books have been MAN IN THE GREY FLANNEL the active line of suspense that Mexican and other foreign firms, and reappear back in the
received from the Department SUIT and A SUMMER PLACE follows.
U.S.A. on the illegal "street market" within 6 months. They
of Libraries in Frankfort and national best sellers.
cost about 25c each and are usually packaged in foil wrappers
from ANCO Lease Collection,
A JOYFUL NOISE by Janet containing 4 to 6 for a dollar.
Inc., in Atlanta. Let's take a
For those of our readers who Gillespie. This book is the
It is of some comfort to know that stimulants and barbibrief look at a few that will be like Elizabeth Seifert enough biography of Robert Russell
regulated by the Food and Drug Administration
of interest to many of our will be said to inform you that Wicks, Dean of the Prince- turates are
1965. These prolibrary patrons
in
Fulton we now have a new book by ton University Chapel. He ap- under the drug abuse control amendments of
accounting of supplies of the drug by the manuCounty.
her
entitled
DOCTOR IN pears here as the husband of vide for a strict
a gay young wife and father facturer, distributor, and seller, and rest-let the user to five
JUDGEMENT.
of five irreverent children. We refills of the prescription, at the discretion of his doctor. ThereALL THE BEST PEOPLE by
Sloan Wilson. ALL THE BEST
THE MEXICANS by Harold see him acting as the house- fore, these drugs can be had legally only through a physician.
PEOPLE is the story of two Coy. Like THE AMERICANS maid and emptying slop jars; Illicit manufacturing and dispensing of barbiturates can bring
families, the Campbells andthe by the same author, this book losing his clothes on speaking fines of $1.000 to $10,000 and prison sentences of 1 to 3 years.
Stauffers, and of the effects is a history of people--all the trips; revealing family secrets
convicted of selling the drugs to persons under 21 can
that one generation has upon the strange and terrible and won- to the press; defending God Those
next. Starting in 1920 and ending derful people from whom mod- against his young and their receive up to $15,000 fines and 5 to 6 years in jail.
How to handle tell-tale signs of drug abuse in a child will
In the present, it tells of a way ern Mexicans are descended. mother. But he is most apof life which used to be called After a brief introduction to pealing as the wise and tender be discussed in another article. Right now we are going over
comfortable and dignified but life in Mexico today and to the father preparing his 5 child- the facts so that we all have firmly in mind the nature of the
which contained within it the geography ofthe country, it goes ren for life outside the home. "enemy" we are facing. Watch for next week's "letter", in this
causes of its own undoing and back
to
prehistory,
ten
TEEN-AGE MEDICINE by newspaper. I am sure you will find it informative and enlightthe seeds of a post-war world thousand
years ago when Augusta Greenblatt.
Why a ening.
which may or may not be better. Tepexpan Man hunted in the book
on
medicine for the
As the story gathers mo- Valley of Tehuacan.It describes healthiest group of individuals
This column is provided as a public service by Joe Johnson,
mentum, the seemingly serene the Olmec culture and the com- in history--today's teenagers?
Mo.
count),•?kuori.leY•
,..2,.2.45 *WO Cr,
summers of the 1920Zsgi
ef the Aztecs, w.ith many Because young people are rare.to tbe turbtilence offEetid
baa
faScinating details about these ly given the information they
the war, and a peace which as early civilizations. Then came need on the problems that bother
not peaceful. This Is the finest Cortes and the Spanish con- them. Too often their ailments
and most ambitious novel the quest. The rest of the story is are brushed aside as temporary
author has yet written. In it he that of the reconquest of their inconveniences or something
returns to the top story-telling homeland by the Mexicans.
they will learn about later.
form that delighted and enHere, then, are realistic, inIn IONICS it IlusamirSON
thralled the hundreds of thousFor our suspense readers depth answers to many comands of readers who made THE we have WITCH MISS SEETON monly asked questions.
UXMAL: Many visitors arc content when they have seen

IUDDErmary COTTOYeT

Ancient Maya Ruins
Abound in Yucatan

FROM THE FILES:—

Turning Back The Clock
TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
APRIL 20, 1951
Tommy Nall, 18, son of Mr. and Mrs. Martin
C. Nall, and one of the most outstanding students
ever to graduate from Fulton High School, was
named Thursday as valedictorian of the 1951
graduating class. Wendell Norman, son of Mrs.
H. C. Hooker and the late Raymond Norman, wa,
named salutatorian.

School Science Hall on Friday, April 20th, will be
Sir Edwards, assisted by Constance, who presents an act that was for years popular in vaudeville and , is even now more popular in night
clubs. His amazing demonstration of mental
phenomena and magic is very impressive.
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
APRIL 23, 1926
The Fulton High School baseball team lost
to Obion Friday afternoon, making a great number of errors and facing superior pitching in big
"Red" McCorkle, who struck out 15 and allowed
only two scratch hits. Saturday the boys lost
again, this time to Rives. Milton Exum pitched
his first full game Saturday, allowing only 7 hits
and striking out 17. However, three of Rives'
home runs were in the creek that ran thru the
outfield. The boys spent most of their time shooting for this creek.

Some 400 persons, including Gov. Lawrence
Wetherby, visited the farm of Weldon King north
of here Wednesday afternoon when the motorcade of the Western Kentucky Green Pastures
Tour made its sixth stop to look over pastureland
A 50-year-old physician of Clinton was senin this section.
tenced to two years in the Federal penitentiary
for violating the narcotics act; another has been
There was occasion for some real rejoicing found guilty and will be sentenced in November.
and reminiscing around at City Motor Company Federal Judge Charles Dawson, in commenting
on Lake Street Tuesday, April 10. A couple of on the cases, stated "there seems to be a well"young fellows" by the name of John Earle and organized dope ring, and I am going to break it
Earl Taylor celebrated the 26th anniversary of up."
their new car sale.
The company, which is owned by Mr. Earle
A 19-year-old boy of Fowlkes, Tenn. fell beand Mr. Taylor, is the oldest automobile firm neath a circus train near the Usona Hotel Wedoperating under.the same name in Fulton Coun- nesday morning and was cut to pieces by the
ty.
wheels.

It was announced today by FultOn Baseball
". be thou faithful unto officials that Sam Lainitina, Newport, Ark., has
death and I vvill give thee a crown been securedas manager of the local Railroaders.
of life." Revelation 2:10
Lamitina will replace Elmer Gray, who is unable
Be a career Christian.
'to accept the job because of illness.
BIBLE DIGEST
H. B. Dean
"And all the tithe of the land,
whether of the seed of the land, or
of the fruit of the tree, is the
Lord's: it is holy unto the Lord."
Leviticus 27:30
Every church ought to be supported by every member giving a
minimum of the tithe of their income. "Ye have robbed me in
tithes and in offerings." "The
Lord loveth a cheerful giver.'

The following students of Chestnut Glade
are entering the high school contests at Fulton:
-Relrha Reed and Valda Strong, piano; Mamie
Milan, Valda Strong, and Annie Katherine
Brown, girls' declamation; Howell Oliver, Jesse
Moore, Beecher and Guy Finch, Malcolm Johns,
Cadet James Hogan, 15 year old son of Hap- Clay McConnell and Maynard Reed, boys'
depy Hogan, has beemnamed to the saber drill team clamation.
at Sewannee Military Academy. This is quite an
honor, as James is one of the first sophomores
Shirley Alverson of New Orleans, son of Mr.
ever to be selected on the team.
and Mrs. G. E. Alverson, is visiting in town this
week. He has been making good in railroad
Mrs. J. M. Calvin has been appointed official circles, having been secretary to the late
J. M.
observer for Hickman and vicinity by William Egan, and recently secretary to J. W.
Hevron,
Myers of the U. S Weather Bureau.
general Supt. of the Southern lines.

One of the feature attractions being offered
Miss Annie Percell and Mr. Hub Beard,
their customers, families, and friends by the Paul young couple of the Crutchfield community,
Nailling Implement Co. at the "Family Party were married in Fulton Friday afternoon. They
Show" which will be held at the Fulton High left for Detroit, where he has a good job.

the archeological zones of
Chichen Itza and Uxmal, but
there are other Maya ruins in
Yucatan which are well worth
exploring. Only a few miles from
here is Kabah, reached over
well-paved road. At Kabah is
the Palace of the Masks with a
facade of 250 masks of the rain
god, Chac. Each mask is made
of exactly 30 stones. Admission
to Kabah is the same as at the
other zones, two pesos or 16
cents, U.S., free on Sundays.
From Kabah one also can go
by jeep over rough roads to
Sayil and Labna, 7 and 23
miles, respectively. Cost isabout
516 per person. The trip is
worthwhile for the serious
student of the ancient Mayan
culture who has an extra day to
spend in the solitude of the
Yucatan countryside, where visitors are few.
Yet another archeological site
is Dzibchaltun, some 15 miles
north of Merida on the road to
Progreso, Yucatan's port city.
Dzibchaltun flourished about
1000 B.C. It is much smaller
in size than the other archeological zones but is easily
reached and well worth a visit.
•••
COSTS ARE UP: Check the
rising costs of auto repairs and
hospitalization and you get a
clear reason why auto insurance
rates have been rising, says the
National Assn. Of Auto Insurers,
largest insurance trade group.
The NAAI now is waging a
hard battle to keep repair costs
in line and bring construction
changes in Detroit to prevent
runaway repair bills.
•• •
A.-FAVORITE STORY:
When her mother said the local
church was "God's house", a
girl commented, "Aren't we
lucky to live in the same neighborhood with God?"
— Dkk Van Dyke.
• ••

Financial Terms. ala Bob
Wright:
Floating a loan: One-man
duck boat.
Domestic exchange: Family

fight.
Current expense: Light bill.
•••
GENE GEMS: A minimum
of effort yields a maximum of
failures . . what I liked best
about 1969 is it gave me a
change to pay my 1968 bills.
- Gene Gasiorowski.
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Miss Carmen Weaks Reveals Plans
To Wed Leland Thompson Moore
Mr. and Mrs. Lexie Parks Weaks of Fulton,
Kentucky announce the engagement of their daughter, Miss Carmen Parks' Weaks, to Lieutenant
Leland Thompson Moore, son of Captain and
Mrs. Parkman Blake Moore of Trimble, Tennessee and Mobile, Alabama.
The wedding will be June 12 at First United
Methodist Church in Fulton.
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Miss Weaks attended Stuart
Hall at Staunton, Virginia and
was graduated from Saint
Mary's Episcopal School at
Sewanee, Tennessee, where she
served as May Queen and vice
president ofthe Student Council.
She received her A. A. degree
from Stephens College, Columbia, Missouri, where she was
an officer of Kappa Alpha Phi
Club. Miss Weeks is presently
a student at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, Kentucky.
Her sorority is Delia Delta
Delta.
The groom-elect, Lieutenant
Moore was graduated from University Military School in Mobile, where he was valedictorian
of his class and a member of
Phi Kappa fraternity. He was
graduated with distinction from
the U.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, where he was a mem-

ber of the golf team and the
magazine staff. After graduation he attended Nuclear
Power Schools at Mare Island,
California and Idaho Falls,
Idaho and Submarine School
at New London, Connecticut. He
is attached to the nuclear submarine, USS Lewis and Clark.
He was a Knight in the 1970
Mobile Mardi Gras Carnival
Court.

A large crowd attended the Homra.
Fulton, South-Fulton Art Guild
Adding to the color to the
exhibit Sunday, April 25 in the exhibits were the works of the
guild rooms. Guests registered children who have attended the
from Union City, Martin, Jack- Guild's Saturday art classes.
son, White Stations, Tiptonville,
Mrs. Virginia Stokes and
Clinton, Murray, Hickman and some of her students exhibited
Paducah.
art done in such techniques as
Artists' arrangements
of Ayrshire, cross stitch, needlespring flowers were placed at point, Danish pulled, and
the entrance. The refreshment Swedish.
table was draped with a white
Special out-of-town guests
hand-crocheted table cloth and were Ric hard Jackson and Clare
centered with an arrangement Eagle from Murray State Uniof pink azaleas. Punch, coffee, versity, and Don Carmichael
and copkies inre served to thelr !Tom Union University.
visitors.
Mrs V J. Voegeli won the
Guild members who had ex- drawing for the Carmichael
hibits in oil, water color, acry- water color, and Mrs. Lewis
lics, and stitchery were: Vir- Sowell of Clinton
won the
ginia Stokes, Yvonne Hunter, dye rendering.
Alberta Green, Aline Homra,
HOSPITALIZED
Alva Adams, Margaret Allen,
Mrs. Flaudie Wheeler of
Ruth Wright, Katherine Atkins,
Jack Burchard, Lucille Adams, South Fulton is in Sewickley
Betty Sowell, Mary Boyd, Vivian Valley
Hospital, Sewickley,
Williamson, Mary-Nelle Pennsylvania 15143, Room 728Wright, Elizabeth Rice, Nell W. Until being hospitalized she
Rose, Mary Etna Wilson, Mary was visiting her daughter, Mrs.
Louise Gossum, Maurine Gris- Stanley Britz, in Coraopolis,
som, Mae Hillard, and Donna Pennsylvania.

A total of 74 Fulton County
Homemakers, guests, and extension agents enjoyed an allday trip to Nashville for the
county Homemakers' annual
Spring Tour Thursday. April
22.
The bus left Fulton at 6:15
a.m. En route, Mrs. Catherine
Thompson, extension agent, reViewed the historic sites that
the tour was to visit. Miss
Jane Ann Lacy, a 4-H member
from McCracken County, described her recent visit to India. She spent six months living with an Indian family as
part of a youth exchange program.
The bus reached Nashville
about 9 a.m. and the Hermitage
was its first stop. From there
the group went to the State
Capitol, where they enloyed a

Miss Carmen Weeks

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing "Happy Birthday" to
the following friends: Jimmy
Balker,
Richard Cardwell,
April 29; Greg Wheeler, David
Wiley, April 30; Bill Daugherty, May 1; Frances Watkins,
Mrs. Gussie Vincent, May 2;
H. P. Allen, Bill Archer, Carba
Lou Bolin, Hurshell J. Barclay,
May 4; Deborah Puckett, Dave
Burrow, Ruth Blaylock, Mrs.
Rometie Pigetii. Ma Y 5'

ALPHA GAM TREASURER
Rita Adams of Fulton has
been elected the treasurer
of Alpha Gambia Dena social
sorority at Murray State University for the coming year.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Adams.
BACK TO MURRAY
Max Omar spent the weekend of April 18 with his sister,
Mrs. Steve Lambert, and her
family in Atlanta, and has now
returned to Murray State Uni.,iinrsia)S.

Julie Ann Bard
Is Bride Of
John McKendree

Leslie Olive
Is Feted On
Her Birthday

Click and Miss Robbie McKee.
the
The table, arranged in
party room of thedormitory,was
draped with a white linen cloth
with a dainty
and centered
bride. Refreshhoneycomb
ments of strawberry cake,
salted nuts and punch were
served.
Miss Pruitt was wearing a
smartly-styled pantsuit of white
and fuschla complemented with
silver shoes and a white carnation corsage.
She was presented
with a
frothy, pink peignoir and matching gown by the hostesses.

Seuth Fulton High School students chose their 1171-72 cheerleaders In tryouts Tuesday, AprIl
27. The girls were it/deed on to cheers and a split. From left, lb* girls are Captain.4ane
Green, Lisa Watts, Leigh Jeffrey, Ginger Fields, Susan Watts, Sandy Cardwell, Lisa Butler, and
Althea Williams. Mrs. Philip Andrews is the sponsor.

4#ut .Bancleia
— Your Problema Bring Answers —
Dear Ann Landers: It 1310:00
p.m. My husband just walked
out of the house and slammed
the door. Bard. Where is he
going? To a restaurant, he said.
For a snack. Why? Because
for years I have been a shortorder cook and tonight I handed
In my resignation.
I have two children and I put
in a full day's work (at home),
I am an adequate housekeeper and a good cook. We both
need to watch our weight, Harold
should lose at least 15 pounds.
Tonight I left the dinner dishes
and went to a Cub Scout meeting. (I'm a den mother), When
I returned I did the dishes and
walked out of the kitchen at
9:45 -- bushed. At 10 Harold
announced he'd like a pre-bedtime snack. I offered fruit -an orange, an apple, or half
of a grapefruit. He said, "No."
I then suggested a turkey sandwich, Ice cream, rice gadding
or graham crackers and milk.
Harold annoseced he wanted
French toast. I said, "Nothing
doing." He got mad and stormed
out of the house.
I must admit I have some

After lunch, the group visited Belle Meade Mansion. From
there they visited the Parthenon to see its statues. At
the final stop, the Upper Room.
the group saw the chapel with
its woodcarving of the Last Supper.
On the return trip, the bus
stopped at a rest area, where
Extension assistants Sarah
Poynor, Sarah Bean, and Ella
Mae Roberson served a picnic
supper they had prepared. The
bus returned to Fulton at 8p.m.

Miss Peggy
Jean Reams Mrs. Howard Henderson, and
and her fiance, Wayne W. Mrs. Harry Reams, aunts of
Lohaus, were guests of honor the bride-elect. Others assistat an open house Saturday night, ing were Mrs. Don Sensing
April 24, at the home of Mr. Miss Cathy Sensing, Mrs.Trudy
and Mrs. Robert Thompson. Thompson, and Mrs. Abe
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Thompson Thompson,
co-hosted the affair.
Miss Reams wore a shirtwaist dress with green blouse
and white skirt, and a wide
blue belt. She was given a
corsage of white mums. Her
hostesses presented a gift of
handwoven place mats.
Miss Reams and Mr. Lohaus FULTON, Ky.
—Mr.
and their parents, Mr.and Mrs. and Mrs. Eugene Bard of Fulton
Charles Reams and Mr. and Rt. 3 today announce the marMrs. Earl Lohaus, stood in riage of their daughter, Julie
the receiving line. Miss Donna
Ann, to John Umphrey McKenSensing presided at the guest
dree, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. U.
register.
The refreshment table was McKendree of South Folton,
covered with an imported cut- Tenn.
work cloth. The centerpiece was The bride is the granddaughformed with a large silver ter of Mr. and Mrs. William
candelabra holding green can- Smith of Fulton Rt. 3, and Mr.
dles and pink azaleas. Punch and and Mrs. Roy Bard of Fulton
cake were served to approxi- Rt. 1.
mately 150 guests who called
Mr. McKendree is the grandduring the evening.
son of Mrs. L R. Wright of
Serving the guests were Mrs.
Fulton and the late Mr.
Bill Wade,Km.Tommy Reams, South
Wright, and the late Mr. and
Mrs. John McKendree of Arlington.
The marriage vows were exchanged Sunday. April 18, at 8
p.m. with Charles Houser officiating.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Jones
were the attendants.
Close friends and relatives attended.

Lingerie Shower Compliments
Miss Betty Carol Pruitt
Miss Betty Carol Pruitt, who
will become the bride of Thomas
W. Arnn of Milan in a ceremony
June 12 in South Fulton, was
the inspiration for a pretty
party, • lingerie shower, given
recently to the wassal-Randolph
Dormitory at Memphis. Miss
Pruitt, daughter of Mrs. Franklin Pruitt of South Fulton, and
her fiance are students at the
University of Tennessee Medical
Units.
Hostesses for the occasion,
attended by sane 30 students
from the College of Nursing and
the College of Pharmacy, were
Miss Amy Harclann, Miss Paula

view of the city.
Lunch was served in the dining room of David Lipscomb
College. The Homemakers were
entertained by the "Insiders."
a quartet of male students.
Dean Mack Wayne Craig gave
a history of Nashville.

Open House Saturday Honors
Peggy Reams, Wayne Lohaus

Miss Weaks is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. David
English Clark, of Atlanta,
Georgia and Mr. Leslie Hunter
Weaks, Sr. of Fulton, Kentucky
and the late Mrs.Carmen Parks
Weaks. Lieutenant Moore is the
grandson of Mrs. Leland Williams Thompson of Trimble,
Tennessee and the late Mr.
Thompson, and of Mrs. Terry
Locklin Moore of Mobile, Alabama and the late Mr. Moore.

Art Guild Spring Exhibit
Attracts Large Attendance

County Homemakers Enjoy
Spring Tour Of Nashville

guilt feelings. Should I have? your own." I feet it we allow years. Possibly longer. fhey
the boy to smoke when he is would prefer not to take too
---K. C. Tiff
own his own he will stay with many personal belongings.
the popular brands and not go
Rather than gifts of silver,
Dear Tiff: The greatest treat. in for pot. Do you agree? --- china, linen and the standard
wedding presents, they would
sonis to do the right thing for Los Angeles Readers
the wrong reason. A man who
prefer money. Would it be
Dear L: ALL kids do what proper to enclose a card along
is 15 pounds overweight does
not need French toast at bed they want when they are "on with the invitations stating this
time. You were right to refuse their own." The trick is to preference? Please phrase the
to fix it --not on the grounds raise thern in such a way that request so it doesn't sound too
that you were tired, but because they will want to do the right commercial. Thank you. --you would not be a party to his thing whether they are super- Mother Of The Bride.
gluttony. Stock up on low-cal vised or not.
Allowing a 16-year-old to
taste-tempters and offer them
Dear Mother. Sorry but there
cheerfully -- but refuse to fix smoke cigarets in the hope that ARE no words that could make
the fattening stuff at bedtime. it will keep him away from pot this request sound non-comis
unrealistic.
And stop feeling guilty.
Most pot mercial. A pitch for money is
smokers started with the pop- bad manners no matter how
ular brands.
delicately phrased. Forget it.
It is impossible to police a
Dear Ann Landers. Our 16year-old son has been smoking teen-ager 24 hours a day. If
cigarets on the sly for at least you've done a good Job, you
How far should a teen-age
two years. Occasionally his don't have to worry. If you couple go? Can necking be
haven't,
it's
father thinks he smells smoke
pretty late in safe? When does it become
on the boy's clothing and raises the game--and worrying won't too hot to handle? Send for
the roof. The boy denies it, but help.
Ann Landers' booklet, "Neckhis father punishes him without
ing And Petting --What Are The
proof.
Dear Ann Landers: Our Limits?" Mail your request to
have tried to get my hus- daughter is planning a May wed- Ann Landers in care of your
band to say, "No smoking ding. She is marrying a man 1n newspaper enclosing 50c In coin
around us, but when you are the Service. They will be living and a long, stamped, selfaway from the house You arson overseas for the next three addressed envelope.

Leslie Olive, who became
nine years old Thursday, April
22, celebrated her birthday the
following day with a party at
her home on Route 2.
Assisting Leslie's mother,
Mrs. Billy Olive, were her
grandmothers, Mrs. Jim Olive
and Mrs. Joe Williams.
After opening her gifts.
Leslie and her friends played
games. Head bands were given
as favors.
Refreshments of chocolate
cake, ice cream,and soft drinks
were served to Lisa Faulker,
Nena Phillips, Deborah Puckett,
Debbie Speed, martpat Roberts,
Lisa Hill, Cheryl Henderson,
Connie Hammock, Cheryl Elliott, Jennifer Hammock, and
Paige Vowel].

Cathy McKinney

South Fulton
Girl Is Officer
In State FHA
Cathy McKinney, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Gene McKinney
of South Fulton was elected
Treasurer of the Tennessee
Association of the Future
Homemakers of America at
the annual state convention held
on April 22-23, 1971 in Nashville.
Cathy was South Fulton FHA
Vice-President for
chapter
1970-71. She has completed her
Junior and Chapter Homemakers Degrees and recently
completed the Declaration of
Intention for her State Degree.
Cathy was also recently elected
Historian of the Obion Sub-re:gion.
She Aitlf'begin fel:filling 4,.4.
responsibilities as State FHA
Treasurer as soon as the 197071 school year is over. June
7 and 8, Cathy and her adviser,
Mrs. Pat Travis, will travel to
Nashville for the first executive
council meeting for the 197172 State FHA Officers. Later on
in the summer, Cathy will attend the National FHA Meeting in Kansas City, Missouri
and participate in the State FHA
Leadership 'Camp in Doyle,
Tennessee.

Seventh Birthday
Is Celebrated
By Ty McConnell
Tyler Ray 'Ty' McConnell
marked his seventh birthday Saturday at a gala party given in the
home of his parents, Mr.and Mrs.
Johnny
McConnell of South
Fulton. Ty is the grandson of
of Harris and of Mr. and Mrs.
Raymond McConnell of Troy.
Young guests enjoyed playing
several games, including pinning
the tail on the bunny and a shoe
box race.
Refreshments of chocolate
cut cakes decorated with yellow
stars, ice cream, jelly beansand
orange punch were served from
• table centered with a large chocolate cake topped witn tiny ships,
tiny waves of yellow frosting and
seven yellow candles.
Favors of tuckers, baseball
water guns were given.
--Meads Mid relatives attend-

Hello World
Capt. and Mrs. Charles Huddleston of Charleston, South
Carolina, became parents of a
daughter, Katherine Eleanor,
TY McCONNELL
on April 22. She weighed seven
pounds, 14 ounces. Her father ing were Bobby and Jeff wade,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Bart Williams, Ronnie Johns,
Brad and Shane Dexter, Boyd
Arch Huddleston of Fulton.
Templeton, Dan and Jody FaulkBorn to Mr. and Mrs. E. W. ner, Jennifer Bard, Stephanie
Hicks of South Fulton, a boy Ferguson, Barbie Gregory, Valat 8:00 p.m. Monday, April 26. erie Homra, Stephanie and Miss
McConnell, and Nanette McConHe weighed three pounds.
nell, his sister.
Mrs. Wendell Wade, Mrs.
SEEING UK
Jane Pawlukiewtcz Spent her Larry Dexter, Mr. and Mrs.
Bobby McConnell, Mr. and Mrs.
spring vacation from Fulton Leon Faulkner, Mr.
and Mrs.
High School in Lexington, visit- James Faulkner, Mr. and Mrs.
ing her brother Jamie on the Oscar Faulkner and Mr.and Mrs.
UK campus.
Raymond McConnell.

Miss Peggy Reams Feted
At Two Bridal Luncheons
On Saturday, April 17, Miss Larry Langford of Colorado
Peggy Jean Reams, bride-elect Springs, Colorado, and Mrs.
of Wayne Lohaus, was honored Taylor Davidson II of Lexingat luncheon in the home of Mrs, ton, who were unable to atWard Bushart. Co-hostesses tend; and Mrs. Milton Exum
were Mrs. Richard Cardwell, of Fulton.
Mrs. Bob Hyland, and Mrs. The luncheon table was cenWard Bushart, Jr.
tered with an arrangement of
Miss Reams wore a navy spring flowers in a silver bowl.
dress with a corsage of white
Miss Reams wore an apricot
glamelias. Her hostesses pre- dress with a white mum corsented a gift of linen place- sage. She received a dinner
mats.
plate in her chosen pattern as
The centerpiece on the din-, a gift from her hostesses.
ing table was a cut glass bowl
filled with daisies. Silver canGuests were Mrs. Charles
dlesticks holding yellow candles Reams and Mrs. Earl Lohaus,
flanked the bowl.
the mothers of the bride and
Guests were Mrs. Charles bridegroom, Mrs. Smith AtReams and Mrs. Earl Lohaus, kins, II, Mrs. Horace Reams,
mothers of the bridal couple, Mrs. Don Sensing, Mrs. Ward
Mrs. Horace Reams,
Mrs. Bushart, My. Robert Ward
Smith Atkins, Mrs. Don Sens- Bushart, Jr., Mrs. Richard
ing, Mrs. J, A, Poe, Miss Cardwell, Mrs. J. 0. Lewis,
Donna Sensing, Mrs. Charles Mrs. Vyron Mitchell, and Mrs.
Fields, Mrs. Robert Thompson, Tommy Powell.
Mrs. Abe Thompson, Mrs. Ray
Andrus, Mrs. Milton Exum,
ATTENDED WORKSHOP
Mrs. Parks Weaks, Mrs. Louis
Mrs. Martha Lacewell, operWeeks, and Mrs. Pearl Wiles. ator of a
privute nursery
school here. spent the week-end
Miss Reams was honored Sat- at Lambuth College at a workurday afternoon, April 24, with shop on preschool education
a luncheon in the home of Mrs. The workshop was
sponsored
J. A. Poe. The co-hostesses by the TenneSsee
Drpartiment
with Mrs. Poe were
Mrs. ol Child Welfare.

DERBY STITCHING Mrs Kingsley Walker takes beginning
stitches in the first of 500 roses winch will comprise the traditional rose garland to be draped around the neck of the winner of
the 97th Kentucky Derby. Mrs. Walker, proprietor of Kingsley
Walker Florists of Louisville, designed the first garland in 5932,
marking the beginning of a tradition as Well known as the race itself. The 1971 Derby will mark the 37th time Mrs. Walker has prepared the ;lowland. (Karen Tam Photo)

1

Local Seminar
Set By Leader
Of Yokefellow

13-4

Dr. Cecil G. Osborne, a director of the Yokefellow movement and a noted author and
lecturer, will be in Fulton,
next week for a two-day
seminar. Dr. Osborne will
speak at 7:30 p.m. on May 5
and at 9:30 a.m. May 6. Both
sessions will be held in Fellowship Hall of First United Methodist Church, Second and Carr
Streets.
A registration fee of $2.50
per person will cover both evening and morning sessions, the
amount to be paid upon arrival.
In addition to his speaking
engagements, Dr. Osborne will
meet with Yokefellow members,
ministers, and any interested
laymen at a breakfast at the
Holiday Inn in Fulton at 7:30
a.m. May 6 and a luncheon at
noon the same day, also at the
Holiday Inn. Both occasionswill
be "Dutch treat" affairs.
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did. The Preakness and Belmont Stakes accept supplementary nominations, and my
guess is that Good Behaving just might embarrAs the Derby winner, whoever he is, if
they meet.

THE BACK SIDE OF THE TOMBSTONE had just been another table-top work surface in the News composing room as
long its printing processes were done by the "hot motel" method.
(Above), Joe Weeks, News printer-pressman is shown working
In the a r••; "The Tombstone", the ink-encrusted 2inch-thick slab between the arrows, has been used for countless
yaws.

WINNER OF HAM
Mrs. Opal Wiley, 106 Forestdue, was the winner of the
'urn given away by the Men's
Club of Antioch Baptist Church.

CLASSIFIED ADS
PART 1. LEGAL AND PROCEDURAL DOCUMENTS AND
BONDS.
SECTION 1.1
ADVERTISEMENT
1.1.01 RECEIPT OF PROPOSALS: Sealed Proposals on
Engiforms prepared by the
the
neer will-be received by
of
City Commission of the City
the
South Fulton, Tennessee at
M. Mr. Weeks holds the ink-encrusted gene, filled with plaster of
City Hall, until 4:00 P.
1971,
Paris, bearing the narn• Elisha Freeman.
May,
18
on
(local time)
for the construction of Recreacan assemble the jigsaw puztional Facilities for the City TOMBSTONEzle.
of South Fulton, Tennessee,
We will never know who
(Continued from page one)
in accordance with Drawings, an inspection of Fulton's old- purloined the headstone, but
Conto
other
Specifications and
est cemetery, located onCarr we would like to return it
tract Documents prepared by Street acris from
the its owner, if such a thing is
Nichols Engineering Service, Methodist church. While there possible after 112 years,
If the grave of Elisha Freebearing
Inc., P. 0. Box 628, Union City, are graves there
dates before 1860, we found man is not located, we will
Tennessee 38261.
donate the stone- together
1.1.02 PROPOSALS WILL BE no Freemans or any pieces
with this account- to the old
PUBLICLY OPENED AND of headstones that would suglower Printing Museum at the union
READ AT 4:00 P. M. (local gest they might be the
be
of the stone we have. City Fairgrounds. We'll
time) on 18 May, 1971, at the portion
Hill willing to bet that not many
A search at pleasant
City Hall, City of South Fulsuch
exhibit
could
museums
of
Water
cemetery, east
ton. Tennessee.
same an unusual bit of equipment.
Valley, produced the
1.1.03 OBTAINING CON- results.
DrawTRACT DOCUMENTS:
A call to Mrs. Claud Freeings, Specifications and other man in Fulton disclosed that
be
may
Documents
Contract
her late husband's family were
obtained upon applitadien...at Graves Countians, and that her
the office of Nichols Engineer- husband's father was buried Ill
ing Service, Inc., P. 0. Box 628, the cemetery at Wingo. Mrs.
Union City, Tennessee 38261, Freeman advised that there are
families in
after 8:00 A. M., on 20 April, two Freeman
Parents of pre-school age
1971 upon the payment of a de- Graves County, but that she
that will start to school
posit of $50.00 per set. The de- knows no family history be- children
year are requested toregnext
posit shall be in check form yond the grandfather
ister the children at Hickman
So we took a trip to Wing()
and shall be drawn payable to
# 1, Western, and Cayce EleNichols Engineering Service, and found, in the cemetery next mentary Friday, April 30, beInc., THIRTY FIVE DOLLARS to the high school, the grave tween the hours of 8:30 a.m.
($35.00) of the deposit for each of muse C. Freeman (1865- to 2:30 p.m.
set will be refunded upon re- 1956). He could have been
If it is impossible for parturn of the Contract Documents Elisha's grandson, but there ents to do this, they are asked
Freein good condition not later than was no evidence of any
the
in the to send the principal of
seven (7) days following the mans older than he
school their child is to attend
cemetery.
opening of Proposals.
information on the children
It might be Interesting here all
1.1.04 PROPOSAL GUARAN- to note a singular characteris- such as birthday, parents,
TY: Each Proposal shall be tic of our stone: the clench- address, sex, race, etc.
The Kentucky law states that
accompanied by an acceptable ed right fist with the foreform of Proposal Guaranty in finger pointing up We found any child who is 6 years of age
a by December 31 may enter, and
an amount equal to at least this symbol repeated on
five (5) per cent of the amount number of smaller stones in that any child who is 6 years
of the Proposal payable to the both the cemeteries at Wingo old after this date shall not
City of South Fulton, Tennes- and inCamp Beauregard Ceme- enter.
An immunization certificate
see as a guaranty that if the tery at Water Valley, but found
is required to enroll. These
Proposal is accepted, the Bid- no stone anywhere that approxgrandeur of the may be obtained at the time
der will execute the Coritnact imated the
of registration. There will be
and file acceptable Perform- carving.
Our search next led us to a pre-school immunization
ance and Labor and Material
clinic for the Cayce area in
Payment Bonds within ten (10) Mrs. .1.0. Lewis of Fulton, Fulton at the health office at
area
days after the award of the who possesses many
records and has a date in May to be announced
cemetery
award of the Contract.
promised to search her list in later.
1.1.05 OWNERSRIGHTS RE- quest of an Elisha Freeman.
Children of the Hickman,
their
SERVED: The-tity of South
That's about as far as we Western area may obtain
Fulton, Tennessee hereinafter know to go, at this time; what immunization from Dr. White
KRS
physician.
family
or
their
called the Owner, reserves the we need now Is the interest of
right to reject any or tall Pro- many people from throughout 158.025 is the law that states
posals and to waive any for- this area.
Anyone who can that this certificate is required
mality or technicality in any Provide any information, how- to enroll in any private or
Proposal in the interest of the ever sketchy, please wrtte public school in Kentucky. ParOwner.
or call the Fulton County ents need to bring birth certifbefore
News, 209 Commercial Ave- icates or proof of age
Elizabeth ',iliker
the child,
nue, Fulton. Let's see if we attempting to register
City Recorder

Elementary
Registration
Is April 30

S

MORNING LINE(Continued from page one)

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

RAIN OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

Executioner, winner of the Flamingo,
second in the Florida Derby, and third in the
Wood Memorial, has at least as good a
chance as any of the colts at Churchill
Downs now. But owner Peter Kissel decided
not to try for the Derby. Scuttlebutt has it
that he wants to avoid a possible repetition
of 1968. when he sent the highly-regarded
Iron Ruler to Louisville, and he finished
twelfth.
Some other colts were considered Derby
candidates earlier this winter, but never
could get cranked up: Run the Gantlet,
Limit to Reason; Gleaming, and Son Ange.
All of them could be good ones later, but
they just aren't ready for the Derby.
All right, so who does that leave?
Plenty. As this goes to press, official entries have not yet been made. But sportswriters and Downs officials have been talking about 23 or more entries, and worrying
about whether or not the race should be run
in two divisions. Once Hoist the Flag was
out, an awful lot of plowhorses -suddenly
looked like Derby material in their owners'
eyes.
Calumet Farm has a strong entry in
Eastern Fleet, the Florida Derby winner,
and Bold and Able, winner of the Stepping
Stone Purse. Eastern Fleet threw in a shocker in the Stepping Stone by finishing sixth,
but I'm inclined to forgive him on the
ground that he'd been running in one-mileand-an-eighth races, and probably couldn't
get rolling for just seven furlongs. Trainer
Reggie Cornell says Bold and Able is peaking for the Derby, but he comes from a family that's not known for going a distance.
Although his previous record was unimpressive, Impetuosity earned consideration when he won the Blue Grass Stakes at
Keeneland. Eight of the last twelve Derby
winners have run in the Blue Grass, even if
they didn't win.
Unconscious appeared to be the best in
California, until Jitn French beat him in the
Santa Anita Derby. Unconscious later won
the California Derby in record time, convincing his owner that e should try Jim French
again.
If Bold Reason or Tribal Line wins the
Derby, the race's history will add yet another ironic twist. Bold Reason's rider is
Jean.Cruguet, who would have ridden Hoist
the Flag. And Tribal Line will carry the
colors of J. E. and Alie Grissom, who tried to
sell him just a few weeks ago but couldn't
find a buyer.
If it's Jim French—and he. has been
there or thereabouts in several Derby preps,
so he has to be considered a strong candidate
— the Churchill Downs stewards will be
holding their breath until the post-race tests
are completed. Jim is being treated with
Butazolidin, the medication that was the
cause of the still-unresolved Dancer's Image
hassle.
I'm actually going in go out on a limb
and try to pick the finish 1-2-3: Eastern
Fleet, Jim French, and Impetuosity. I favor
Eastern Fleet both because he's done well
in the preps, and because of sentiment: I
think Calumet's had a raw deal in the Dancer's Image case, and I'd like to see them win
one.
Since somebody might actually consider
placing a bet on my choices, I suppose it's
only fair to list my own past performances.
Mc last Derby winner I picked was Majestic
Prince in 1969. Before that, I had Kauai
King in 1966 and Northern Dancer in 1964.

Martin Names Area Students
Enrolled For Spring Quarter

Scarlet M.
A total of 4,166 students en- Thomas Cannon,
Kaye Curtis,
rolled for the spring quarter Cranford, Janet
Lane B.
Dame,
Tom
Cardwell
at the University of Tennessee
Lynn Anderson, winner Of
Elliott,
at Martin, Henry C. Allison, Douglas, Wanda Lee
Todd 1971 Grammy Award, will apJean
Faulkner,
L.
James
dean of admissions and records,
Sy mpholli
Faulkner, Linda C. Faulkner, pear with the Jackson
has announced.
8,
David Lee Orchestra on Saturday, May
ColAmong the students enrolled Sallie R. Ferguson,
Jackson
C. Fields, at 8 p.m. in the
Eliza
for the spring quarter at UTM Ferrell,
Tennessee.
Constance J. iseum, Jackson,
are the following students from Teresa J. Fields,
Miss Anderson has appeared
Fuller,
Fulton, South Fulton, and neigh- Frields, Gary Mac
Show,
S. Gardiner, Alma Jean on the Lawrence Welk
Carmen
boring communities:
Hee-Haw,
Green, Nancy C. Hall, Anita the Kraft Music Hall,
David
Fulton - Gary Lynn Barnes, the
Show,
Harrod, the Tonight
Mary Johanna Butts, Franco R. Harrison, Gary Mac Maurine Frost Show, and on Johnny
Hicks,
David
Ronald
J.
Cook, Lady
Cevallos, Eileen
Hilliard, Cash's show.
Walker Craddock, Judy Kay S. Higgins, Betty S. Ralph F.
Tickets are available for this
Holmes, Hattie Pearl Johnson, Patricia E. Holladay, Joyner, concert at $4 for adults and
Lennell Kerney, Francis Mc- Jackson Jr.,Jerry Lynn Jerry $2 for students, in advance. At
Cann, Kathy Ann Meacham, Jo Terry Lynn Joyner, Harold the door tickets will be $5 and
Margaret Powell, Robert S. Wayne Kiestler, Bobby
$3. Tickets may be obtained
Scates, Marda L. Sundwick,Joe Larson, Johnny Wayne Lucy,
Patsy by writing P.O. Box 3098,JackFranklin Taylor, Greg Karl Billie M. McAlister,
Ahda MaY son, Tennessee 38301. Season
Gayle McClure,
Veneklasen.
McKendree, tickets for the Symphony's fourMarilyn
McCoy,
D.
Beach
Gerald
Hickman
David Neal concert series, including the
urn, Teresa J. Beac hum, Robert Christina McKinney,
Lynn Anderson concert, are
M. Haynes, Nona Ellen Hol- McKinney, Mary Lou Mason, priced at $10 for adults and
Sam Ray
land, Peggy Jean Isbell, Doris John B. Matthews,
$5 for students.
P. McMullin, Cheryl Lynn Miller, Pamela Netherland,
Beatrice
Menees, James Ezell Whitby, Amanda Faye Newton,
D. Owen, Harry R. Owen,Joseph
Frankie Bea Williams.
EXTENDSF. Pen- CITY
Clinton - Sue Ann Abernathy, D. Peeples II, Charles
Perry,
Gail
Joyce
nington,
from page one)
(Continued
Larry B. Pittman.
Cynthia
Crutchfield - Roy E. Taylor. Gregory Ward Phelps,
plant has already been broken,
Sharp,
E.
Water Valley - Kenneth W. J. Reeder, Janice
and completion is expected
Brenda Ann Shepherd, Barni within 130 days, Mayor Tripp
Jackson, Joy Lynn Jobe.
SubH.
Martha
Smalling,
Kay
Wingo - Bobby D. Fisher.
explained, the Commissioners
South Fulton - Willard R. lette, Douglas F. Taylor, Jane hope to award the contract as
C. TayBagwell, Elizabeth Ann Barnes, Ellen Taylor, Marianne Walker, quickly as possible. Because of
Barry Lee Blackwell, Jane lor, Oran Charles
the need for haste, the ComBobby
Warren,
Carol
Susan
Bloodworth, Hugh Scott Boyd,
mission exercised its right to
Winston,
Lee
David
Wiley,
Glen
Robert Lee Boyd, Judy Carol
waive the ordinance concerning
Brown, Bonita Burrow Bynum, Mary Lee Winston, James Lynn advertising for bids.
R. Bynum, George Wood, Danny Ray Zickefoose.
William
In other business, the Commission authorized Hufft to
contact property owners to
secure easements toextend city
water and sewer lines to the
Welcome
Jackson Purchase
Center.
licen.st
beer
a
The transfer of
The following students were Pickering, Mike Easterwood, from Joe Dan Carter to James
on South Fulton High School's Martha Moore, Mary Jane Higgs was approved.
No action was taken up=
Cannon, Sara Gooden.
honor roll this six weeks;
11th Grade with a 4 point; discussion of ways to thane*
9th Grade with a 3 point;
government
Priscilla Johnson, Elizabeth Cathy Owens, David Newton, a proposed city
Commissioner
Wilson, Myra Atkins, Richard Dale Townsend, Dale Yates, complex.
Ferguson, Shirley Warren, Michael Mil- Charles Gregory was unable
Parham, Vickie
the meeting, and ComWayne Campbell, Lynn For- ner, Jane Green, Paul Johnson, to attend
missioner J. D, Hales had to
zard, Steve Waldrop, Katie Kaylene Mosley, Paula Hutch8 p.m. to attend anat
leave
Mallory, Donnie Wilson, Gwen ins, Leigh Jeffrey.
meeting. The Comother
Browder, Teresa Holman, Sher12th Grade with a 3 point; missioners agreed to make no
rye Owens, Dick Green, Dan Thurman Alien( Ricky Brown, definite plans about the comGreen, Sherry Eastep, Mark Deborah Hodges, Kay King, pany unless the entire CommisRice, Sandy Be, Vicki Cruce. Mike McKinney, James Phil- sion is present.
9th Grade with a 4 point; lips, Stephen Walker, Julie
Patricia Counsel', Donald Bard, Kathy Rhodes, Rita
Lewis, and Robin Milner.
Brockwell, Gary Stem, Mike
10th Grade with a 3 point; Bailey, Jerry Oliver, Dale
Hardy Higgins, Gary Johns, Walker, Diane Horton, Rodney
Broadway, South Fulled
Mike Brown, Joe Gardner, Cummings, Cindy Elliot, Kathy 140
Debra Nightingale, John Car- Procter, Gary Jetton, Stan
Phone 4171-11164
wile, Eddie Forsythe, Greg Hurt, Harry Bushart, Dessic
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Bondurant, Donnie Crime, Greg Gattis, Denise Large, Bob Ross
Rose, Avanda Hastings, Mar12th Grade with a 4 point; --Vinyl and TN
cus Johnson, Debra Blythe, Tommy Greer, Jackie Hollie, —Downs and McGee Carpeting
Donna Capra, Bob Winston, Penny Winston, Eche Maynard, —Upholstering, Madam and
Eloise Wilson, Rose Gattis, Nancy Bagwell, David Puckktt,
Antique
Glen Green, Tommy Wright.
Denise Coleman.
10th Grade with a 4 point;
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
Carol Nabors, Debra Decimon,
eff Hamner, Marilyn Lawson,
Bill Gray, Robert Burrow,
James Mathias, Ronne Wheeler, Ginger Fields, Dan CUilningtunn, Phillip .Wiley, Cathy
Highway Commissioner B. E.
McKinney.
King has announced a road
lilth Grade with a 3 point; Improvement project for the
Dorothy Avent, ,Robert Moss, Jackson Purchase Parkway. See us for -. Betty Sparks, Larry Jamison. A linseed oil treatment will be
Johnny Roberts, Lionel McCol- given to the bridge decks along
Your Insurance Needs
lum, Lee Ann Reams, Gilda In- the Jackson Purchase Parkway
gram, Bessie Pirtle, Kay Stun- In Fulton, Graves, Hickman and
son, Bobby Collier, Buddy Marshall Counties.
Cardwell, Jeff Smith, Cindy
The expected completion date
Fulton 472-1341
Roberts, Patty Parrish, Jenni- of the project is the winter of
fer Moss, Jane Fuller, Linda 1971, Commissioner King said.

So, good luck and I'll see you at the races
Saturday.
Charter Night will be May 10
at 7.30 at the Park Terrace.
District Governor Al Deville
(Cont. from Page 1)
and Lt. Gov. Barton will attend.
the Union City Kiwanis will
Charter Night will also be a
present a program and their Ladies Night. Members and
president, Merlin Wegener, will prospective members are enpreside.
couraged to attend and bring
their wives. The Kiwanians are
To date the South Fulton Ki- hoping that about 150 persons
members.
wants has 26 charter
will attend.

KIWANIS-

Country Star
Lynn Anderson
Plans Concert

Honor Roll Announced
At South Fulton High

S. P. MOORE Si CO

Parkway Bridges
Due Improvement

Complete Hoof
Planned Protedion

RICE AGENCY

WHAT DO YOU WANT
IN A STATE SENATOR?
A person who will try to capitalise on every
occasion to promote his political ambitiou.
or
A friend who will
fight for your
interests in
Frankfort

FIGHTERS FOR FORD
FOR GOVERNOR

Want Your Vote!
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Richard Gregory
home

J.D.Simon
J. D. Simon, a farmer and
veteran of World War II, died
Monday night, April 26, at his
home on Fulton, Route 3. He
was 51.
Survivors
include
three
daughters: Mrs. Richard Wilkinson of Dukedom, Mrs. Jim
Woodson of Memphis, and Miss
Belinda Simon of Bay City,
Michigan; two brothers, Woodrow Simon of Bay City and
Wayne Simon of Detroit; two
sisters, Mrs. Jimmie Lane of
Detroit and Mrs. Cletus Walker
of Dover, Tennessee; and two
grandchildren.
at
Funeral services were
noon Thursday, April 29, at
Jackson Funeral Chapel, with
officiating.
James Schockley
Burial was in Pinegar Cemetery.

Oscar Johnson

111 CO

Linoleum

Carpeting
we end

porting

leCiiell

Needs

.341

Mrs. Eula Morris, 92, widow
of John Franklin Morris, died
Sunday, April 25 at the McAlister Rest Home after an
extended illness.
She was born in Hickman
County November 15, 1878, the
daughter of the late Stul and
Julia Guyn Hardin. Her husband preceded her In death in
1939 and a son, Aaron Morris,
died in 1934. Mrs. Morris was
a member of the Bayou de Chien
CP Church.
Survivors include three sons:
Hardin Morris of St. Louis,
Cyral Morris of Water Valley, and Jack Morris of Fulton; and a daughter, Mrs. Paul
Nanney of Chestnut Glade.
Funeral services were
at
2 p.m. Monday, April 26, at
Jackson Funeral Home, with the
Rev. Joe Gardner officiating.
Burial was in Wesley Cemetery.

his

at the Fulton Hospital for a
week recently, but is convalescing at her home.
Dale Castleman of Latham
suffered a broken arm recently,
while playing ball.
Chess
Morrison remains
about the same. His recent visitors were. Jack Pogue, Randy
and Robert, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan, Mr. and Mrs.
Bonnie Cummings and Mr. and
Mrs. Doyle Bowlin.

• GOOD SPRINGS
Mrs. Hillman Westbrook
Debbie
Watkins
returned
from Little Rock. Arkansas
where she spent her Easter
vacation with college friend,
Miss Tommie Gerivaden.
The Robertson store at Austin Springs has changed owners.
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Dick
of Mayfield are the new owners.
Myrtle Latta of Water Valley
and Ozell Sylvey of St. Louis
visited Wednesday with Grace
Armstrong and Jimmie.
Theda Sanderson is now im-

proving, we are glad to report
althouth still under the doctors
care.
Mr. and
Mrs. Maynard
Weidenback and children, Troy
and Benda of Modesto, California are visiting parents Mr. and
Mrs. Durell McCall and family
and friends.
Sympathy is expressed to the
family of Clarence Berryman
who died last week after a
lengthy illness.
Sympathy is also extended to
Marie Wilds in the passing of
her grandmother, Mrs. Eula
Morris.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hancock, Fulton, came for Mrs.
Mae Byars Sunday and treated
her to a fish dinner at Reelfoot Lake.
Nathan Hall, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Wamon Hall was badly
burned at his home near Fulton and is in Fulton Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Cole
are feeling some better at the
home of their daughter, Mrs.
Lloyd Watkins.
It is always a pleasure to
report the accomplishments of

our young folks. Last week
we noted the Dresden FFA Land
Judging Team had won first
place in the state and that one
of our boys, Roger Hastings,
was a member of the team.
Also last week, Mary Lynn
Carmen, niece of Mrs. Calvin
Frtece was one of fifty
girls participating in Miss Tennessee Teenage
Pageant at
received the
Nashville and
"Miss Congeniality" award.

Fulton High School's speech
class will present a threeact mystery-comedy, "Finders Creepers." Isuesilay, May
4 at 8 p.m. in Carr gym.
Every member of the class
has a role, either as an actor
or in the production properties,
and publication. The public is
Invited to attend.

Crutchfield Baptist
Revival In Progress
began Monday,
A revival
April 26 at Crutchfield Baptist
continue
Church and
will
through Sunday, May 2. The
meetings start every night at
7:30 p.m.
The evanglist is Rev. C. L.
of Page
pastor
Barnhill,
Avenue Baptist Church of Jackson, Michigan. His theme is
in
"What shall a man give
exchange for his soul?" Pastor
Windal Walker invites all to
attend.

ATTENDED

FUNERAL
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Browning
attended the funeral of her
mother, Mrs. C. F. Johnson,
Tuesday. April 20 in Montgomery. Alabama. Mrs. Johnson died April 18. Burial was
in the family plot at Opelika.
Alabama.

Udell Stroud
Audell Stroud, a
former
resident of Hickman County who
moved to Bradenton, Florida,
died there Monday, April 26.
Funeral services were conducted Thursday, April 29 at
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Home in Clinton, with the Rev.
Charles McKenzie officiating.
Burial was in Mt. Pleasant
Cemetery.
He is survived by his wife,
the former Ruth McClintock;
a daughter, Miss Robbie Lee
Stroud of Bradenton; his father,
Louis K. Stroud of Water Valley; three brothers, Julian and
Mahlon Stroud of Clinton, Raford Stroud of East St. Louis,
Illinois; and a sister, Mrs.
Iola Rice of South Fulton.

Hainline
Leonard
Leonard

Hainline, 95, a resident of Dukedom, died Tuesday, April 27 at the Community
Hospital in Mayfield. He was
a retired farmer.
He is survived by a daughter,
Mrs. William Roberts of Dukedom; two brothers, Ethel Hainline of Fulton and Lloyd Hainline of Dresden; three grandchildren, and five great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were held at
3 p.m. Thursday, April 29, at
Jackson Funeral Chapel, with
the Rev. Dennis Crutchfield officiating. Burial was in
the
Pinegar Cemetery.

Oscar Memory Johnson, 70,
retired
Railway Express
agent, died Saturday morning,
April 24, at Fulton Hospital,
where he had been admitted the
day before.
He moved to the Fulton area
in 1941. Born December 3, 1900
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan
in Rome, Georgia, he was the
son of the late Edwin C. and
Another very, fine Monday
w.'Amite-Themes Yohn SOM
toraiderriejallki4Synalkiksoiife, morning.enCourages a week filthe former Emily Jones, and 'led With manyoutside activities
a brother, Filmore Johnson of with an unusual amount of farm
work being done in this locality.
Montgomery, Alabama.
Mrs. Eula Morris the flintyServices were held Tuesday,
April 27 at Memory Chapel in two year old mother of Mrs.
Paul
Nanney passed away SunMontgomery, with the Rev. Russell Cowles officiating. Inter- day morning alter several years
of
declining
health. The funeral
ment was in the city cemetery
service was at the Jackson
of Raymer, Alabama.
Hornbeak Funeral Home was Funeral Home in Dukedom Monalso
in charge of local arrange- day afternoon. She is
survived by three sons Hardin,
ments.
Jack and Cyril Morris, and
several grandchildren.
Sympathy is extended to the
Funeral services for Mrs. Powell family in the tragic
Rebecca Jane Watts, who died death of Bobby Powell who died
In Clinton Sunday, April 25, Saturday night at the Baptist
were held Tuesday at the Hop- Hospital in Memphis after sevkins and Brown Funeral Home eral days of intense struggle
by the Rev. John Deal and Rev. to save his life. Funeral serRichard Denton. Burial was in vices were on Monday afternoon at the Hornbeak Funeral
Salem Cemetery.
Mrs. Watts, 87, is survived Home.
Friends are happy to learn
by three daughters: Mrs. Faye
Floyd, Mrs. Patty Choate, and than Mrs. Mettle Atkinson who
Mrs. Eloise Jackson, all of has been critically sick at the
Clinton; a son, Harry Watts of Volunteer Hospital in Martin
Mayfield; a sister, Mrs. Lena for the past several days is
two reported to be improving.
and
Watts of Fulton;
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Simpson
brothers: Sam Via of LouisMiddleton, Tennessee,
ville and Claude Via of San from
visited
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Bernardino.
Brundige last Sunday.
Joe Rawla who has spent
fifteen days at home left SunRev. Archie M. Gatewood, day for Norfork, Virginia where
67, former pastor of Obion he expects to board a ship to
Baptist Church in Columbus continue Service in the Navy.
died Wednesday night, April
Mike Wright is spending fif21 in Obion County Hospital. teen days at home. He
is
He was a resident of Fulgham. stationed at Little Creek, VirHe is survived by his wife, ginia at the Naval Base.
Martha; four daughters: Mrs.
Brother and Mrs. McDaniel
Martha Bugg and Miss Phyllis were dinner guests with Mr.
Gatewood, Wingo; Mrs. Virginia and Mrs. Irvin Brundige after
Cox, Clinton and Mrs. Camilla attending the service at RuthRowe, Beaver Dam; two bro- ville, Sunday.
thers: Allen Gatewood of Utica,
Brother Harry Owens and
Michigan, and A. D. Gatewood family, Mr. and Mrs. James
of Wayne, Michigan; three sis- Haygood and Mr. and Mrs.Harters: Mrs. Adelle Poffenberger vey Vaughan were dinner guests
of Wing° and Mrs. Annie Poffen- with Mr. and Mrs. John Colley
berger and Mrs. Alta Cain, both after attending the service at
of Columbus; and nine grand- Oak Grove last Sunday.
children.
Mr. and Mrs. Elwood Miller
Funeral services were at have returned to their home in
2:30 p.m. Saturday, April 24 Akron, Ohio after spending the
at Little Obion Baptist Church in weekend with home folks.
Graves County, with the Rev.
Mr. an 111rs. Billie CopeLeonard Young and the Rev. land and Gary and Mrs. Wiley
SW Griggs officiating. Burial Sims spec* the weekend with
Cemetery- in Mr. anclybfrs. BMW Copeland,
was in
Hickman County.
Jr: and little son in Memphis.
Hopkins and Brown Funeral
Mr.
Mrs. Joe Killebrew'
Home, Clinton, was in charge have a' new baby daughter who
of arrangements.
arrived jest week.

a

ft Fulls*
4

Mrs.Lila Morris

Richard S. Gregory, former
Fultonian, died Monday, April
26, at his
in Hendersonville, North Carolina, where he
shad lied since retiring as a
Kentucky Utilities official.
Mr. Gregory was manager of
KU's Western Division when he
retired four years ago. He was
associated with KU for 45 years,
beginning before he was graduated from Fulton High School.
He is survived by his wife,
the former Olive Nelson; one
son, Don Gregory of Chattanooga; one daughter, Mrs. N.
Faleide of Chicago; and four
grandchildren. Another
son,
Dick Gregory died in World
War II.
Also surviving are a sister,
Mrs. John Harpole of Fulton,
and two
brothers:
Charles
Gregory of Fulton and Frank
Gregory of Anchorville, Michigan.
Funeral services were held
on Tuesday, April 27 in Hendersonville, at the Shepherd
Funeral Home. The body was
brought to Princeton for interment. Graveside services
were held at 10:30 a.m. Thursday, under the direction of Morgan Funeral Home of Princeton.

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Hastings
of Huntington, Tenn. are the
proud parents of a baby girl,
born at the
Fulton Hospital
last week. Mrs. Hastings is
the former Sammie Reed, whose
parents and grandparents live
in Latham.
Mr. and Mrs. Auzie Legens,
who have been hospitalized at
Weakley County Hospital fbr
weeks, returned to their home
last Thursday some improved.
Mrs. Izzie Foster entered
the Weakley County Rest Home
recently and is very happy.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Stafford, on the
arrival of a baby girl last
week at the Obion County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Reed
and Mrs. Ethel Foster, were
summoned to Dawson Springs,
Kentucky, last Monday due to
the serious illness of their
brother, Everett Reed, whowas

transferred to the Veterans
Hospital in Nashville, that night.
Mr. Bonnie Cummings isimhome. His dad,
proved at
T. D. Cummings, who lives
with them has been worse for
the past week.
Mrs. Mollie Bet Simpson, received a call last week from
Rome, Georgia, that her youngest daughter, Mable Cappie, had
undergone major surgery but
was recovering nicely.
Sympathy is extended to the
family of Bobby Powell, who
passed away Saturday evening
at the Baptist Hospital in Meman
phis. He was injured in
explosion at his home near
Fulton on April 14. His mother
Mrs. Earl Powell is head nurse
at the Fulton Hospital and a very
good friend of our family.
Lynn Bowlin who teaches in
Missouri spends his weekends
at home with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Jeter Bowlin and is
farming in a big way.
Doyle Bowlin, who has been
indisposed all winter with rheumatism is some better.
Mrs. Neal Ross was a patient

• Chestnut Glade

Mrs. Byrd Watts

HICKMAN, KENTUCKY

FIRST UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

a

The history of the Methodist Church
Hickman goes back
over one hundred years to the year 1840 when Milts Point, lime
name of the town at that time, was a circuit in what is now the
Paducah District. The first church was built on the lot where the
F. T. Randle home now stands. This building served as a school-

members. In 1882 a brick church was built on this same lot.

The

salary at this time was $300 per year. These pastors lived in a
small room built on the church lot, but they took their meals with
the church members, staying a month at each place.
In 1907, twenty-five years later, the church was remodeled

house and as a meeting place for other denominations. The Presiding Bishop was James 0. Andrews. In 1846 the Methodist Episcopal

while H. C. Johnson was the pastor and two Sunday School rooms

Church South was organized and in 1848 a frame building was
erected on the present site at a cost of $2,800.

the Carnegie Foundation to purchase and install the first pipe or-

and a pastor's study were added. In 1916 a fund was received from
gan. The church was completely destroyed by fire in February 1934

Be,. Gatewood

It 1851 C. Lee was assigned as the first appointed pastor to the

and the same year, under the leadership of V. A. DeShazo, the

church which was a part of the Hickman Circuit.

pastor, it was rebuilt into the beautiful structure which now stands.

In 1855 it became a station, with H. D. Howell as its first station preacher,
no record is given of the member of charter

pastor.

but

Since 1851, the church has had 54 ministers assigned as its
of these have been returned to serve a second time.

Four

This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More PeopleWill Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
This feature is sponsored by the following public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tonnosmo

M & B Gulf Station
Batteries, Accessories
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
4724664

E. W. James and Sons

Tires,

SUPERMARKETS
Hickman

South Fulton

Union City

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Main Street

472-1362

mark

put

Greenfield Monument
Works
is
— In Operation

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Batter Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

The Citizen's Benk
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.

236-2455

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.
Fulton 4724471

Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

Years —

$

Large Display *
* Well Lighted At Night
• Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers
Greenfield
Fulton
Phone 235-2293
Phone 472-1853

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Hornbeak Funeral Horne
302 Carr Strom
Fulton, Ky.
4724412

Henry I. Siegel Company, Ise,
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co;
MC61412
Clinton, Ky.
6104771

Law Day Will
Be Observed
By Fultonians
May 1 will mark the 14th
annual observance of Law Day
U. S. A. The theme for this
year's Law Day U.S.A. has
been designated as "channel
through
change
and
law
reasOn."
Robert Sanger of Hickman
end Mrs. Hendon Wright of
Fulton have been named Fulton
County co-chairmen of Law Day
U.S.A. by Atty. Gen. John B.
Breckinridge
of Kentucky.
Members serving on this committee
are: Tommy Perry,
George Casparian and
Dr.
John Ragsdale of Fulton and
Charles Terrett and Dr. Richard White of Hickman.
Mrs. Wright has planned
the following programs in Fulton to mark observance of Law
Day U.S.A.: James Warren, local attorney, will speak at Fulton Lions Club on Friday, April
90. On Monday, May 3, at 9
a.m. Rodney Miller, local attorney, will speak to students
at Fulton High School. Tuesday,
May 4, Hal Warren will present
Mark Armstrong, assistant attorney general of Kentucky, as
the guest speaker at Fulton
Rotary Club's noon lunch meeting.
Radio station WFUL
will
carry spot announcements concerning Law Day U.S.A.
STARTING TIMES USED
Starting times are in effect
from April 25 through the summer at the Fulton Country
Club. Golfers Who wish to play
from 1 to 4 p. m. Sunday must
call the pro shop after 1 p. m.
the precceding Thursday for a
starting time.

Mysterious Harris Deaths
Still Being Investigated
Two men whose partially decomposed bodies were found
in their
home near Harris
Station Sunday, April 90, died
of gunshot wounds in the head,
according to autopsy reports
which were re/eased Tuesday
night.
Obion County Sheriff T. C.
McCullough said that James
Odom, 54, was shot through
the head with a 25-caliber automatic pistol. Haywood Nailling
Jonakin, 68, was also shot in
the head with a .25, but the
bullet lodged in a metal plate
in Jonakin's head, according to
McCullough.
The
sheriff,
Tennessee
Bureau of Investigation agents,
and a representative from the
district attorney general's office in Dyersburg are continuing
to investigate the mysterious
slayings.
The bodies of Jonakin and
Odom were discovered Sunday
afternoon. McCullough said then
that blood was all over the
kitchen, and both men
had
apparently been shot, but that
their bodies were in
such
a decomposed state that
an
autopsy would be necessary.
The autopsies were performed
at the University of Tennessee
Medical Unit at Memphis.
Jonakin and Odom had lived
alone in the old two-story house
for many years. Jonakin adopted
Odom as his son in 1943.
Sheriff McCullough said the
body of Mr. Odom was found on
the floor of the kitchen, beside
an overturned chair. The body
of Mr. Jonakin was found lying on a bed In a room on the
southwest corner of the house.
A 25 caliber automatic pistol
also was found on the bloodstained bed.

HELP WANTED
The Fulton County News has an opening on a part-time
basis through the summer for someone who can meet the
following qualifications:
1. Has had two years typing and can adapt themselves
to operation of our electrically-operated Justowriter; preference will be given, of course, to any applicant who is already
familier with the Justowriter and who can set clean copy,
make corrections, and take care of thit machine.
2. The job requires absolute dependability; hours are
from 8: a. rn. to 5: p. m. Tuesdays and Wednesday; extra
time may be available if wanted. Job begins in about two
weeks and will last until Seotember 1st.
3. Salary open.
Our machines are nearly brand-new, and are well maintained in an air-conditioned work area. We would Ilk* to invite applicants who are especially seeking pert-time summer
work, although work might continue available on a part-timst
after-school or occasional evening basis beginning in the fall
months when our regular operator returns

to her daytime

work.
Inquire in person; you may call first to set up an appointment if you wish.
PAUL WESTPHELING, PUBLISHER
The Fulton News and Shopper
(502) 472-1600 or 472-3412
Horn. Phone 472-2728
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South Fulton Elementary
Lists Registration Rules

rise

grisly discovery was
made about 4 p.m. Sunday when
two young brothers, Warren ColK. M. Winston, South Fulton lag cough.
lins and Allen Collins, knockShots may be obtained at the
Elementary School principal,
ed on the door of the house.
.
"They wanted to ask permishas announced the require- Obion County Health Depart,
sion to fish In the pond on the
ments for children entering meat until May 31, or from
Place," Sheriff
McCullough
first grade in the fall of 1971. the child's own physician.
said. "They didn't get any anParents will be required to
Registration is normally held
swer, of course, but they said
around August 20, just prior to produce a birth certificates
there was a strange odor. They
the beginning of the school year. prove their child's age. Birtfi
looked In a window and saw
Winston said the requirements certificates may be obtained
Mr. Odorn's body on the kitchen
are being announced well in ad- from the state Bureau of Vital
floor."
vance so that parents can begin Statistics.
The sheriff said his office
Oblam County principals and
making preparations for their
was notified and he and other
the cinsity school superintenchildren's enrollment.
officers reached the scene about
The child must be a resident dent met Wednesday, April 28
5 p.m.
of Tennessee, be six years old at Boyette's oaReelfoot Lake
"All the doors and windows
on or before October 31, and to plan the 1971-72 school calwere locked and we had
to
have
proof of immunization endar. However, final plans will
break in a side door to the
against
rubella (German be made by the Mon County
kitchen," Sheriff McCullough
measles), diphtheria, polio, Board of Education from the
said.
smallpox, tetanus, and whoop- principal's' recommendations.
Two television
sets were
still playing, the sheriff said,
and a window air conditioner
was turned on.
examination of the mall
An
box showed that mall delivered on April 10th had been taken
In but that the following day's
mail and subsequent deliveries
had not been touched.
Sheriff McCullough revealed
Listed below are the names
South Fulton Youth
one odd circumstance discovOf individuals who have lost
ered at the scene.
their drivers license for the
Succumbs Saturday
owned by the men
"A dog
week ending April 16, 1971,
was found in a well house that
Robert Earl 'Bobby' Powell,
as released by the Departwas tied shut with a rope," he
ment of Public Safety to the &sue Fulton High School Junexplained. "when the dog was let
ior
who apparently was on the
Traffic
Safety Coordinating
out, he seemed to be all right,
read to recovery following an
not hungry and not thirsty. He
Committee:
Fulton High School's 1971 yearbook, the Or-r rowl,
explosion
near his home On
has been dedicated to coach Larry Shanks.
certainly hadn't been locked
HICKMAN COUNTY
April 14, died of his injuries
Deborah Hutchins (left) and Louella Puckett, members
In that well house all that time."
Arthur Dwain Ingrum, 22, Saturday
of the yearbook staff, read the dedicanight
at Baptist MeSheriff McCullough said efRoute 1, Water Valley, Ken- morial Hospital in
tion Monday, April 26 at an assembly program.
memphIs.
forts to locate the medical extucky; DWI; license suspendAccording to reports,
the
aminer or a doctor failed.
ed until September 27, 1971; youth suddenly began hemorr"We stayed there until about VOCATIONAL(Continued from Page One )
WINDAG
Mannie Bostick, 37, Route 2, haging and was rushed to surE—
10 p.m. and finally
the atClinton, Kentucky;
DWI; li- gery.
tive answer. He then walked pp to car No. 3,
torney general (Fleming Hodges) (Continued from page one.)
cense suspended until SeptemServices for young Powell,
told us we could move the bod- training school here. Butler
knocked on the door, and received his cigars,
ber 29, 1971;Clyde Ray Tucker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl E.
ies."
gave the full support and in'Pete'
40,
Powell, were held this
Route I, Clinton, Kentucky;
which he promptly passed around to everyfluence of his office in preafternoon at 3 at the Hornbeak
DWI; license suspended until
Mr. Jonakin was born May senting the Fulton County School
one on duty.
Funeral
home
with the Rev.
January
24,
1972.
21, 1902 in °Mon County, son of Board's case as
to the dire
William G. Adams, pastor of
the late Reauregard and Mrs. need for a training
center In
the First United
Methodist
Mettle Jones Jonakin. He was the area, a
Since statistics indicate that 88; of the
facility long-hoped
Church of Fulton officiating.
a bachelor and had spent his
for by many area business and
people
Burial
was In Oblon County Mewho subscribe to a weekly paper read
life
in the Chapel Hill comcivic leaders who consider such
morial Gardens.
everything in it, classified ads and all, I take
munity near Harris
Station. a school a great
Young Powell was rushed to
asset
in
the
He was a farmer and landit you'll read the "tombstone" story that
Memphis on April 14 after •
owner and, except for service procurement of new industry
home-made bomb he had confor the area.
starts at the bottom of page one. Please do.
in the Army
Medical Corps
structed exploded, blowing off
According
to
information
during World war IT, spent
We really would like to find the grave that
Ms left hand and injuring some
from Garrison, an immediate
his life in this county.
Area residents are in for an fingers on his
right. His left
this stone came from, and return it to the
He adopted Mr. Odom in 1943, application will be made to the
evening of fun when the Radio leg also was injured but docSurvivors include
owner.
two sis- Economic Development Agency
City Wheelers from Nashville, tors felt they could save It.
ters, Mrs. A,G, Baldridge of for a $290,000.00 grant with
To assist us in this respect, the story
and the Rollin' Rebels from However, within the past few
Fulton and Mrs. Myrtle Mat- which to establish the training
Memphis roll into Martin to days he had improved and MS
this week is being published by the Union
thews of Jackson; one brother, center. If the EPA grant is
play an exhibition wheelchair death came as a shock.
B.D. Jonakin of chapel Hill, denied an alternate appeal will
City Messenger, the Weakley County Press
According to reports, Powell
game.
and several
nieces and M.. be made to the Vocational Trust
The game sponsored by the was a science buff and altos
at Martin, the Tri City Observer at Greenphews.
and Agency account.
Phi Epsilon Mu, physical ed- worked with explosives.
Mr. Odom was born June
field, the Herald Gazette at Trenton and the
"We do not foresee any
He was born June 23, 1954
ucation club at University of
30, 1916 in Hohenwald, Tenn., problem in getting State and
Milan
Mirror.
And
any other paper that
Tennessee at Martin, will be In Fulton County.
and spent most of his life in Federal aid," Garrison
The president of his junior
said.
played at the UTM fieldhouse
wants to use it is welcome to it. The story,
the Chapel Hill and
Harris "The important step is to proclass at South Fulton
High
at 8 p.m. Saturday, May 1. School,
communities. He also
was a ceed immediately with
he participated
is;
that
not
the
stone.
In
apbachelor
The Wheelers have just re- both junior
farmer and served
high and
varsity
plications
for
funds
to
the
proin the Army Infantry during
turned from NWBAA (National football.
per agencies," he added.
World war B.
Stone age man used knives. Forks were
Wheelchairs Basketball AsMidi from his parents he
Whe question of where the
He leaves
a
half-sister,
sociation) tournament"- held at latRal11• tits sister, 1.11811
popular
in 800 A. D. then lost their popularschool
would
be
located was
Mrs. Sarah
Agnes
White of
University
the
of
Margaret
Illinois
in
Powell of Fulton,
ity and disappeared from use.
Orlando, Fla.,
two
half- discussed by the State Board.
Champaign, where they rep- and his maternal grandmother,
brothers, Walter Jones of Jack- It is not likely that this aspect
Finally
Mrs. Charles C. Hill of Fulnear
resented
the
Tennessee
end
the
of
wheel18th
century
any problem in esson, Tenn., and
D.G. Jones will be
ton,
chair teams.
the fork became popular with the lower
of near
Union City, and
a tablishing the facility. State law
Pallbearers were
Charles
The Rebels and Wheelers are
lumber of nieces and nephews. requires that a school district
class.
Bolton, Mike Eastercoming from Memphis
and Hubert
initiate the move to acquire
wood,
Johnny
Roberts, Dave GilPlacing the knife and fork side by side
Nashville on behalf of the many
Graveside services for the a training school.
Larry
handicapped of the area, with bert, Robert Johnson,
on the plate tells the person serving you that
The Fulton County Board has
two men were held at 10:30
Jamison, John David Netherland
proceeds
from the game being
a.m. Wednesday in ObionCoun- spent almost five years in surand
Paul
Johnson.
you have finished and the plate may be regiven to the Easter Seals for
Members of the junior class
ty Memorial Gardens. The Rev. mounting the many obstacles
moved.
Crippled Children and Adults.
were
Wright of Hickman of- that would acquire State aphonorary
Paul
pallbearers.
proval of the training center.
ficiated.
NEED FLOOD PHOTOS
Land
is
available
White-Ranson Funeral Home
adjacent to
The Chamber of Commerce
in Union City was in charge the present Fulton County High
School and such availability has is asking anypne who can to
of arrangements.
been a primary factor in the contribute pictures of floods
approval that came on Tues- that have occurred here. The
pictures are needed for a study
day.
In discussing the approval of Harris Fork Creek.
with the Heim ,Garrlson.said
that many, many individuals
and governmental leaders have
WEATHER REPORT
worked closely with the local
board in Its long search to
cuddle your feet
establish the vocational train- (From current readings and
records of Jim Rale, South
ing center here.
with the softest strips of unlined
Fulton.)

Three Lose
Drivers
Licenses

Soi
Pot
1110

Explosion
Is Fatal

Wheelchair
Basketball
Set At UTM

1

SQUASHABLE
SANDALS

NOBODY WANTS 1:11 IN THUSBED BUT...
One out of every seven Kentuckians reading
this ad will be in the hospital this year!

And illness and accidents strike when least expected without concern of
financial position. If you are that one person out of seven who will be hospitalized
this year, make
certain you hove Quality Health Core Benefits which help meet the
cost of today's
health care — select:

BLUE CROSS° FOR HOSPITAL SERVICES offers
For each confinement
Choice of room colowances
Covered hospital services

BLUE SHIELD

Up to 70 days coverage
Up to $40 per day
Paid in full

FOR PHYSICIANS SERVICES offers

A choice of surgical allowances
. Schedule C (S270) or Schedule D(WS)
Allowances for .. . in-hospital medical calls . . x-ray . . anesthesia
With comprehensive BLUE CROSSe and BLUE SHIELD*', Schedule
C or D, you are eligible to apply for additional protection available through the
EXTENDED BENEFITS
ENDORSEMENT. This Endorsement adds and increases specified benefits
OUT-OF-THEHOSPITAL, DURING HOSPITALIZATION AND FOLLOWING HOSPITALIZAT
ION.
Various programs and benefits are available to eligible
individuals,
families, and employee groups of five or more. Special
programs
available for eligible college students and individuals 65
and over.
For more information, complete and mail the coupon todoyl
(Farm Bureau Members, see your Farm Bureau Agent

KENTUCKY
HOSPITAL PLAN, INC.
KENTUCKY PHYSICIANS MUTUAL, INC.
3101 Bardstown Road •Louisville, Ky. 40205•(502)
452.1511

IAseselett. Howie Awvet..

k Naben.1 Assoc.otoo,of el. $14.1d Pl.ns

BLUE CROSS ood BLUE SHIELD
3101 Bardstown Road, loulsvIllo Ay 40205

GROUP KAM MAT 11 NAMED WHIM
TRIBE ARE 5 OR MOPS (111P101115

Dale High Low
Frocks.
to wrap around without faddish fuss
APRIL 1971
and
bother... boast an adjustable
The following were patients 1
40
64
.........
...
.....
.
heel strap and hanky wood heel.
in Fulton's hospitals the week 2
57
30
0
of April 29:
3
71
31
HILLVIEW
4
70
40
......... 0
Fred
Lucy, Hickman; 5
55
33
.1 snow
Leonard Wilmurth,
Marilyn 6
37
34
.1 AVOW
As seen in Mademoiselle
Yates, Violet Stewart, Wingo; 7
65
30
0
Keith Curtin, Clinton; Irene 8
73
33
0
Duncan, South Fulton; Mildred
9
78
52
0
Lewis, Jeanette Giles, Gwen10
77
42
dolyn Blakemore, Mary Blyth,
11
83
44
0
Lola Dallas, Geraldine Cope12
81
53
0
land, Clemon
Hall, Horace
13
75
45
rrainain
Yates, Fulton.
14
70
35
15
77
39
0
FULTON
84
47
0
Mary Wall, Martin, Ten- 16
87
53
nessee; Arthur Barber, Clara 17
0
80
58
Cayce, Water
0
Valley; Otto 18
92
Bradley, Marjorie Sons, 19
SI
0
20
90
Crutchfield; Thelma
56
.3 rain
Willey,
Lily Graves, Georgia Finch, 21
78
58
trace
John Finch, Wingo; Jimmy 22
75
48
0
Boaz, Arthur Bugg, Bessie 23
62
46
.7
Matthews, Sam Bugg, Clinton; 24
76
37
0•
Lavada Rudd, Mary D. Shaw, 35
85
45
di
Fred Clark, Hickman;
26
90
53
0 ak
Ruby
Giffin, Union City; 27
78
60
.4
Jackie Hicks, Helen Louise
111.
Bell,
Mary Wagster, Paul
COPE fn uppers of Red, White,
•
Cates, Katherine -,Ilurcham,
Blue Light Brown or Black squash
South Fulton; Kenneth Azbell,
•patent or Red,
Natural. Navy or
Clara Blacksvq, Dale
•Dark Brown nude leather, $14.
Opal Canter, Virginia Colley,
Linda Creason, W. K. Emily,
Mozelle Green, Henry Grissom,
ANDREWS
Lillian Kennedy, Jimmy Kuykendall, David Merryman, John
Jewelry Company
Smith, Sue Hancock, Fulton.

eoNNiE

tarts For All —
Electric Shavers Al:

BLUE CROSS' and BLUE SH1ELDX
BLUE CROSS

NF-271
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Please send me, without obligation, information on health care benefits and eligibility
requirements.
lam:0 64 years slog. or under
0 A college student.

D 65 years stag, wove,
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n Interested in fanning a group

I am: A Blue Cross and Blue Shield member, certificate
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Soil Erosion Is
Pollution Source

at the
part,
from

ed to
ate 12
Birth
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I calis will
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The sediments eroded from
scifis are one of this country's

SUPER SAYINGS
Al Evans Drag
HOSPITAL AND
SICK ROOM
SUPPLIES
To Sell or Rent

G

and
most
widespread
troublesome pollutants. These
erosional sediments cause
serious damage to the places
Irons which they came and to
the places in which they
eventually come to rest. Soil
erosion is a despoiler of environmental quality.
Fortunately however, the
technical information and
know-how needed to prevent
serious soil erosion is available.
For example, quantitative soilloss estimates based on experimental data now can be
made for most Land conditions
in Tennessee. Through the use
of these soil-loss estimates it is

LYSOL SPRAY
14-oz. Size

no

Reg. $1.47

rio

$1.25

voAd no

AMP

possible to predict the probabiy
soil losses for any individual
field under alternative systems
of land use and croppingmanagement, with or without
special conservation practices.
The quantitative MA loss
estimates, obtained using these
soil-loss predicting 'methods,
provide a sound guide for
making changes in land gee and
aiteekative
selecting
for
combinations of crops and
conservation practices that will
keep soil looses within acceptable limits for any soil.
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Dry Forces Are Victorious In
urray,Moreliead,Earlington
Voters in Murray and wo
other Kentucky cities Tuesday
rejected local legalization of
alcoholic beverages, in two instances by margins of about
two-to-one.
Decisive victories for dry
forces were claimed in Murray
and Earlington, while a closer
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Reg. $159

BOX STORAGE SERVICI

$1.09
WHITE RAIN

for low-cost care of
winter garments!

Hair Spray

Just drop your heavy winter
woolens in our giant box, and
we'll do the rest. Everything safely stored . . protected from of
the danger of crowded closets
...moths, mildew, heat and theft.

Reg. $1.49 Size

88c
GERITOL

The new red, white &
blue outdoor.

• EVERYTHING PROFESSIONALLY CLEANED, SPOTTED AND FINISHED TO PERFECTION

$2.19
R eft.

39c

• EVERYTHING FULLY INSURED AGAINST THEFT OR
DAMAGE

Tab 40's
Reg $2.98

•

Alka Seltzer

• EVERYTHING STORED
ON HANGERS IN OUR
TEMPERATURE - CONTROLLED
VAULT

$1.19 Sin

99c
RINSE AWAY

vote was recorded at Morehead.
In Murray and Morehead
both university towns, wet and
dry forces had waged spirited
campaigns. Students attempted
to organize classmates into voting blocs supporting alcoholic
sales, but were hindered when
local officials refused to allow
many students to register for
the elections.
The vote at Murray, according
to the tally of County Clerk Marvin Harris, was 2,699 against
legalization and 1,410 for it. Approximately 65 per cent of the
city's eligible voters turned out
for the election, the first wetdry vote there in 33 years.
In each city, three years must
.pass before another vote on the
,issue can be taken.
t The local option election was
ordered at Murray by County

a drive to obtain signatures on
a petition requesting the local
option election.
The Murray-Calloway County
Dry League waged a vigorous
campaign Maine legalization
Of liquor salts, and members
had predicted a 104 victory for
the drys.
Hoyt Roberts, co-chairman of
the league, called Cole's efforts
a "une man campaign."

Judge Robert (3. Miller atter a

legal petition was filed by Murray residents.
A Murray State University
graduate student, John Cole, led

Tan Glove Leather
By Dr. Scholl

American-Made

Fishing Reel

FRIE

EN

Pizza — Shakes — Hamburgers
Sunday Open 5 p. m To 8 p. at.0114112

Free Pickup

Reg. $2.00

1 -Hour
DRY CLEANING

Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

We have a LOT
Of One - Owner
Used Cars.

Compare at

And Delivery

$1.39
iv.amis.
11111FIMMIG CO.
La.IL Fulson

on

STORAGE

1 - Day
SHIRT SERVICE

Happy Day Professional Cleaners
Waal State Line, Fulton

479-2525

$2.98
Leader Spig.Goods..
Upstairs Over Leader Store
LAKE ST.

FULTON

CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET

Spring and Summer Polyester and wool,
Polyester and airel; solids and plaids;
double breasted and single; $35. VALUES

HENS, BOYS SHIRTS
Perm-Press, short and long sleeve:
.
2
/
Sizes 4 to 18 and 14% to 161
Reg. $2.00- $2.75
and $3.00, WHILE
THEY LAST..

16.00
1/2Price Sale
HUGE NEW SHIPMENT OF LADIES

SPORTSWEAR

1.00

We can't mention the name, but it's a top line!
Short Shorts

Hot Pants

Jamaicas

Slacks

Culotte Skirts
Sleeveless and short sleeve tops

NEW SHIPMENT IN!

LITTLE BOYS FLARES
We can't mention the name, but you will
recognize the quality
Size 3-6x, Slim & Regular.

One group of
PANT SUITS, PRINT TOPS,SLA KS

135 10%oft

CAMPBELL'S FACTORY OUTLET
FULTON HWY

Bay Family Shoe Store

• EVERYTHING RETURNED
READY TO WEAR IN THE FALL

14-ea. Size

Reg. $2.00, $2.75

Beige Glove Leather

BASKETBALL
445
$9.95

After Easter CLEARANCE SALE
ALL SPORT COATS

•
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Pick yourself one.
1970 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door hardtop,
blue, vinyl top, V8, automatic, power
steerina, factory air.
Three others as above but in different colors.
1970 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE, 2-door5
Kentucky tag, cream color, vinyl top,
V8, automatic, power steering, power
brakes, factory air.
1970 IMPALA CUSTOM COUPE, 2-door,
Tennessee tags, grey, V6, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, factoryair, custom wheel covers, extra nice!
1970 BUICK 225 Limited (2) one black, one
blue, each with vinyl top, V8, automatic,
power steering, power brakes, power
windows, power seats, factory air.
1970 BUICK Skylark 2-door hardtop; brown,
vinyl top, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air, extra
nice!
1970 CHEVROLET Sport Van, Tennessee
tags, green, V8, automatic.
1969 FORD Falcon 2-door sedan, Kentucky
tag, white, 6-cylinders, standard transmission, I owner; will make somebody
a good economy car.

1969 FORD LTD station wagon, Tennessee
tags, green, V8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, factory air; nice!
1968 BUICK Wildcat 4-door sedan, Tennessee tag, white, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air.
1968 OPEL LS, Kentucky tag, blue, 4-speed,
radio.
1966 OLDS DELTA 88 4-door hardtop, Kentucky tag, white, V8, automatic, power
steering, power brakes, factory air; a
good solid, 1-owner sharp car.

1969 FORD 2 TON TRUCK. Red with V-8
4-speed transmission and 2-speed axle.
Brand new midwest bed and hoist. 14'5"
bed. Ready to go.
2-ton pickup truck,
1
1968 CHEVROLET /
Kentucky tag, blue, 6-cylinder, standard
transmission, with a nice camper with
windows all around and an extra seat.
WE HAVE A SALESMAN ON DUTY until 7:
p. m. Monday thru Friday and on Saturday afternoons until 5: p. m.

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - BUICK
"Where the hest deals are TAYLOR MADE"
"SEE ONE IF TNESE SALESMEN" • "1
1110611"1
Mike Williams, Warm Tuck, Manus
Aubrey Taylor, hum Spraggs sod ism Taylir
111011111VAT 307
FULTON. KY.
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Young Shoplifter, Permitted To Roam
(gditors Note: Debbie Abshit is managing editor of the
"liftman Bell. She write a
piage of stories concerning
Melnik shoplifting. To gather

material for some of the stones, Miss Absher made arrangements with the manager
of a Paducah store and actually did some shoplifting.

NOW SHOWING
Thru WEDNESDAY
WINNER OF 7 ACADEMY AWARDS

"PMITON"
A Salute to a Rebel

NEORGE C.SCOTT
KARL MALDEN

20.•

'

GP

Store clerks were not alerted. The name of the store was
withheld. Two of her stories,
combined Into one, follow.)
By DEBBIE AIRIER
My heart pounded, my
hands shook, and I had begun
perspiring. I quickly scanned
the area. Fumbling, I stuffed
two cans of flower seed into
my large shopping bag.
Casually strolling to the toy
section, I selected several
cheap toys. Then I wandered
to the hair-care section and
chose a plastic comb and a
small mirror.
I ostentatiously clutched
these as I headed toward the
rear of the store. I stole past
gossiping salesclerks serving
as rear door guard s, even
though the unpaid-for merchandise screamed for their
attention. After concealing the
Items while outside the rear of
the store, I glided back into
the store.
"Do you need some help.
honey?" queried a salesclerk

behind me, eyeing my oversized bag.
Startled, I whirled around,
"Uh, no, uh, yes do you have
bath sets?" I choked.
After regaining my composure, I eased over to the picture and lamp corner. Smoothly. I dropped a frame into the
bag. A bored salesclerk routinely batted, "May I help
you?" I flashed a friendly
grin and gushed, "Oh, no
thank you ma'am. I'm just
looking." She nodded and approached another customer.
Attempting to locate some
other items for my cache, I
crossed to another section.
At the record rack I joined in
the search to locate my favorite hit songs. With a look of
intense concentration, I selected several, and stepped over
to the card count*. I leafed
through greeting cards, chuckling appreciatively at the inscribed witticisms.
Upon spilling contents from
my purse, which I had purposely left unclasped, 1

picture frame, 2 cans shoe polish, a book on trees, 4 batteries, a glass vase, 2 cards of
buttons, 2 spools thread, a
plastic army man, a glass picture frame, a rubber ball, a
plastic comb, a puree mirror,
a greeting card, and package(
of bunion pads.
As a result of my first shoplifting experiment, the manager of the anonymous store
was able to exemplify to his
employes what was occurring
while some chattered 'instead
of tieing alertly on guard for
shoplif*.rs.
He asked if I would be willing to return another day and
conduct the same experiment,
only hi this instance all employes were to be forewarned
that someone, no sex or age
mentioned, would return to repeat the incident.
Upon beginning my shoplifting again, I immediately noticed that all clerks carefully
watched and waited on each
shopper. I found it extremely
difficult to stash even the
smallest item Into my regularsized paper bag.
The only chances I had to
obtain merchandise were when
all salesclerks of the area

groaned and bent down to retrleve my belongings. As sympathetic onlookers turned
away, I surreptitiously slid
records and cards into my
shopping bag.
Becoming quite hold by now,
I lugged my bag around the
counters, nonchalantly dropping anything into it, and
making no attempt to conceal
my actions. Several times I
reached into the bag and
punched down the contents to
make room for more merchandise.
Now I was going to attempt
leaving the store with my
overloaded shopping bag. Coolly. I swaggered past the
checkout counter and out the
doors.
I made it.
Without being stopped or
questioned I shoplifted tau
worth of merchandise from a
Paducah business. A list of
what I picked up follows: 25
paperback coin books, 3 astrology booklets, 2 cans of flower
treatment, 4 packets clover
seed, 4 cans plant food, 5
pieces artificial fruit, a thermos jug, 3 records, game
disks, a bug toy, a deck of
cards, a bottle of bubbles, a
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Quitkee Regarded
As Punishment

were occupied. Even then they
took a moment to inquire as
to what I needed.
Suddenly I found myself being followed by three clerks
who had become suspicious of
my actions. I tried to dodge
them but to no avail, and began to panic even though I
was protected.
While promising myself that
a parr of socks would be my
final item, a clerk silently approached from behind, grasped
my arm firmly, and Ordered
grimly, "I saw you that time.
Come with me." Whereupon
she led me to the manager's
office.
Because of this experiment
and because of a crackdown
on shoplifters, this Paducah
store will, hopefully experience a reduction in annual
losses due to shoplifting.

LONDON — Until the 18th century, few factual descriptions of
earthquakes WM reconkid, and
natural causes were little understood. Many people believed
that a quake was a mamba
punishment and a warning to
the unrepentant. One popular
theory was that quakes were
awed by air rushing out of
caverns deep In the earth's in.

Now thru Saturday

SEAN CONNERY

A Comeback
For Dobbin

JAMES BOND

CHICAGO — The number of
riding horses in the United
States doubled during the 1980s,
sources in the horse trade estimate, and now stands at about
seven million.
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"Affecting and consistently
funny chronicle of
connubial collapse...
marriage a a mode."
-NE WIIIWVIPI

PERMANENT PRESS
Tw

SALE'

IVY ONE
GALLON
GET
SECOND
GALLON

65% POLYESTER — 35% COTTON
•
•
36" WIDE
•
•
PRINTS
•
•
SOLIDS
•
Reg.694 Yd.

I LOVE MY WIFE! I 00! I DO!

fa"
Mix Oil MATCH COLORS

GIRLS' AND BOYS'

LADIES' CASUAL

I LOVE MY WIFE! HONEST!

NO MINT ON OUANTITNS

ELLIOTT GOULD
Pratoci.on

Second
Gallon
A

PERMANENT PRESS
KNIT SHIFTS

"I LOVE MY
WINN" ,!!:
"cTattlixiim411

FREE

SUN SUITS — SHORT SETS

Sleeveless or short sleeve fashions. Turtle neck or buccaneer
collars. 100% nylon. Stripes.
SIZES 8-16

IN A DAVID L INOLPIN

DECORATOR FLAT WALL PAINT

NOW
SAVINGS
PRICED!

Please Note!
Box Office Now Opens Monday
Thru Fridays At 7:15 P. N. —
1 — Complete Showing At 7:31
P. M. Daylight Saving Time
Continuous Showing Sunday &
Saturdays From 1 P. M.

OOLOR•FAST • WASHABLE • SPOT RESISTANT
I COAT COVERS MANY COLORS
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR MONEY BACK

CULOTTE STYLES

S. P. MOORE lk COMPANY
rem

Solid colors, summery prints in
No-Iron sleeveless styles. Flip
panel fronts. Clever trims.
SIZES 10-18

Sada rows.

IN S. Savaaway

Lil

,s

=MM.
ANA*

HUGE ASSORTMENT
STRIPES — SOLIDS
PRINTS — CHECKS
SIZES
9-18 MONTHS
2-6X

SALE PRICED!

BEST BUYS IN BOYS'

SAVE ON MEN'S

•
.
.
.
Girls
1 I'm Not Surprised,
1
To Hear You Say So Many
1
Nice Things About Liberty.
Everybody's Talking About
The Advantages of Shopping
I
'
These Fine Stores!

KNITSHIRTS SPORT SHIRTS

ANINNI

•
:
SHORT SLEEVES
CREW NECK
•
NEW
COLLAR STYLES
:
SHORT SLEEVES
•
PERMANENT PRESS
STRIPES • SOLIDS

Outstanding selection of colorful
stripes and solid colors in easyto-wear, easy-care knit shirts.
Sale priced for this eventl
SIZES S-M-L-XL

REGULAR $1.99 EACH

FABULOUS VALUE!

P. N. HIRSCH & CO•
615 BROADWAY, SOUTH FULTON
Hours: Mon. thru Thus,8:30 - Frt. t. :•

:

Register Here!mas
WIN $100 Cash -

440
410
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•
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•
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•.
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• perfect.
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PEACHES
3

Miss Liberty Sliced

JIFF CREAMY

12-oz. _ _ _ 53c
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00G FooDFoR
r
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TUNA
3 ,
2
2
2
2

6 1/2 $1
Can
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living Tim*

Blue Bonnet

..
.
A E

Honey
Suckle
lb.
Bag

111

lbs.

I

MEAL

2
2
;

U.S. Choice
First
Cut

Lb.

COUNTRY STYLE 2 Lb. or Mons

5k

59

SAUSAGE 2 lbs. or more ___ Lb. 3k
ELM HILL BEEF

§

4

lb.

49c

32-oz. bottle

LIBERTY

POTATO CHIPS

— CHICKEN PARTS—
s
'‘rebilbdkeerd;Breast
;
lb. 59c
Leg Whole
lb. 49c
i
ghs
s
lb. 59c
Legs
_ lb. 59c
Wings
_ lb. 29c
B
cks & Necks
Fra.sh
- - lb. 15c

59
49 rIIA.MBURGER
or
6
:Shank
3 half

Twin Pak

49c

lb.

i Liver lb.89c

I

k

I
k
-

Fresh

Gizzards lb. 39c t

.5
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Tall
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4

HEINZ

Lilly Pink

,SALMON

46 oz.
Can

Texsun
'

HAMS

Fresh
Shoulder
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Juice

D

'ote!

BACON
1 PICNICS

Lb.

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS

99c
20-oz.
BEEF PATTIES
15 oz.
SYRUP
29c 1............................r...wrm..........
.u...m....*
...F...........
w4.4.4.
,................4
r
.r
......u..........w..........m

Van Camp
Grated

COULD
MY
i"
Pima I

REELFOOT SKINLESS

CANS

HERSHEY'S

,SONE5T!

BOLOGNA whole or half stick Lb. 39c

CHUCK

Osage

LARGE

OLD FASHIONED

Lb

CHILI with BEANS Can 3for _ $1.00

Twin Pet #300 Cans.

DO!I DO!

4 Legged

280

Whole
Lb.

2-0:
/
151

Just Rite
9
4 Roll Pack3

Lb lk

NECK BONES

GRADE "A"

Flat Can __ 4.for $1.00

SARDINES

TISSUE

HENS

oz.
Can

( Lim it-6)

11Priml

FRESH

4 -6 Lb. Av. Lb. 33c

Country Skillet

Puffin

Waldorf Bathroom

45c

Can

Lb. 69c

SPARE RIBS

TENDER

BIG JOHN'S — 301/4-oz

Can

ND

SMALL MEATY UNDER 3 Lb. Avg.

3 lb. at $3.69

HAMS

55c

0.1. Jar
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49

LB.

MORRELL CANNED

DILL PICKLES

46 oz.

Chickasaw
Sliced Rindless

LB.
BAG

BOND'S POLISH

Sacramento Tomato

Sena Fulton
Tenn
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-4Goa
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3 lb. or
more

lo.

FRESH PORK

LB. mi

Lb. 79c

CUTLETS

1/4PORK LOINYA

FRESH SLICED

Lb. 59c

PORK STEAK

/Sunday &

0.M.

•

MILK

'PET
Evaporated

5

DUMPLINGS
FOLGERS and OLD JUDGE

COFFEE

at LOW PRICES!
4r

3 LB.
1 OZ,
BOX

3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX

3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX

‘95050495 85
24 CT
BOX

BONELESS

79
go•US

Lb. $1.19

SIRLOIN TIP ROAST

LB.

300 can 8 for $1.00

N
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1

All Vegetable
Shortening

Heinz Strained

Liberty Bread

e
Round Top 20-oz. loaf 29c
h Sandwich 24-o2. loaf 35c
Brown and Serve
25c
ROLLS Pkg. of 12
, Hamburger or Hot Dog
Pkg. of 8 31c
‘ BUNS

35 OZ.
BOX

85
-rixrs

7

20-oz Fruit

; 4 1/(12imoizt.-10)
JAR

lb.
Can

for $

RedN;o
shed
;a1

owl

6
l tt
i

235 SIZE

LEMONS

Dozen

39c

Pkg.

Ilk

Home Grown Turnip

CELLO

5 oz.

Lb.

Strong Heart

_.
-:..:

Golden Ripe

12 for

lb.

bill Its
2 LB.
7 OZ.
BOX

2 LB.
6 02
BOX

12 OZ.
BOX

I
I

3
l
$
1
I
U.S. 10113ba;
684
SING qt. 49 POTATOES
GREENS 25Cf_
Sausage 4
DOG FOOD $113ANANAS
14-oz Cream

RADISHES

r
IT

Lb. $1.19

RUMP ROAST

C
ROAST
Morton Pies i CRISCO BABY FOOM44 Whit
I
4

HOMINY white

"
$1

BONELESS

Boston Butt Pork

Armour Vienna

3 LB.
202.
BOX

lb.

AI.airmAirmwAndwArA.11
II/AIIIIIAlrAI
411}
IIIIIIPAIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIKIAINIAVAIAIAWAindIAIIIMAIII
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ithoes›

3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX

BUSH'S

for

.0 -••r
,
•

49c STEAK

PORK & BEANS 300 can 8for $1.00

Caa

Laundry and Dishwashing Brands

3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX

BUSH'S

24-oz

Sweet Sue Chicken &

3

Tall
Cans

U.S. Prime
ROUND

1 LB. 202.
BOX

2 LB
BOX

9508 4003e98
DISHWASHING LIQUID

41110-al" 41, THRILL'°T.X2- 61¢

JOy 1 PT. OZ.en. 61e
.)2- 61¢
(
BT81.
IVORY'
"

J

Lb 10c

NEW CABAGE

BUSH'S BEST

Lb. 39cIll, I

7.ABLY JUNE PEAS 303 can; 4for $1. I FLORIDA POLE BEANS

trAIMPAIMIVAIIIIIIIIIFIVAMINIVIIIIIIIAIIIIAIrArAmprAwair.—

LIBERTY COUPON
Godchaux

k

kg

SUGAR

I

10 Lb.Bag 89c

With this coupon and $5.00 Add, Purchase
Tobacco and Dairy Products Excluded

4

ONIONS

_
___ Lb. 29c Uti

Bunch

10c

‘ Griffins
Strawberry Preserves 3lb. $1.19
Lb. Can 69c

With This Coupon — (Save 20c)

li

7

,dramirAimar

LIBERTY COUPON

LIBERTY COUPON
S&
COFFEE

ill

CROWDER PEAS

No Purchase Necessary

Ik II
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Bureau Of Rehabilitation
At MSU Is 0 en To All
MURRAY, Ky. — The recently-opened Bureau of Rehabilitalion at Murray State University
ts available not only to physically disabled persons but to anyOne who is unable to work, according to Howard V. Reid, ofrice counselor,
Located on the first floor of
Wilson Hall, a classroom and of!ice building, the bureau, an
agency of the state Department
of Education, was established

on the campus to provide increased services to the people
of Calloway and Fulton counties.
Reid explained, "Murray and
Calloway County are growing at
such a rate that we were not
able to serve our clients adequately from Paducah. We also
have access to good medical
facilities here.
"President Harry Sparks was
instrumental in establishing the

office at the university. Having
been state superintendent of
public instruction, be worked
closely with the department,
and was aware of the need for
an expanded program."
Reid hopes that courses in rehabilitation will soon be included in the academic curriculum,
utilizing his office as a teaching
aid.
Murray State is the only state
university except the University of Kentucky that has a rehabilitation office on its campus.
The purpose of the bureau is
to encourage disabled persons
to reach their highest potential.
There are now about 60 clients
just on the university campus,
Reid said.

"To be able to get these people to work is one of the greatest parts of our job, making
guidance and counseling our biggest problem. It is a termendous
task to get a disabled person
to overcome his bitterness,"
Reid added.
He emphasized that the office
also attempts to help drug addicts, alcoholics, high school
dropouts, and other persons of
what he termed "deviant behavior."
"I can't say how successful
we are, but we do try to help
in these cases, Anytime we can
help a person to overcome a
physical or psychological problem and enable him to engage
in a remunerative occupation,

we consider him completely rehabilitated," explained Reid,
"Our ultimate goal is to get
people involved in work."
The Bureau of Rehabilitation
Is now engaged in placing counselors in school systems throughout the state. According to Reid,
McCracken County and Paducah
will probably have a counselor
in the fall.
He explained that West Ken.
tucky has not kept pace with
the rest of the state, which
ranks about fifth in the nation
in this area, but it is now beginning to catch up. Until recently, he said, there was only
one counselor for the entire
Jackson Purchase, but there are
onow four.

The newly-renovated office On
dhe campus Is located at Reld's
request on the first floor, so
steps will not make accessibility
difficult.
He emphasized that every client is different, and each is provided with whatever Individual
help may be heeded.
"Not everyone who has a disability will be eligible for our
aid, but anyone who thinks he
needs help is welcome to come
in and discuss it. We have adequate funds, and there may be
people who could profit by our
services."
Reid emphasized that "about
10 per cent of the population
would be eligible for our services if we could find them."
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The Henry I. Siegel plants, Fulton, Ky.
and South Fulton, Tenn., need sewing machine
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operators. Experience is not necessary. Apply
in person or call the personnel administrator.
South Fulton, Tenn. plant 479-1431 or Fulton,
Ky. plant 472-2321.
We are an equal opportunity employer.
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KREY MELLOW SLICED

INSPECTED HEN

BACON TURKEYS
3 Li..99t
33c
BUTTS HAMS
99
49t
Plus
Quality
Stamps

Plus
Quality
stamps

LB.

FRESH PORK BOSTON

KREY T V BONELESS SMOKED

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

PINE FOR SEASONING
FAT BACK
DUNN'S
FROZEN PATTIES

Whole or Half

Plus
Quality
Stamps

Lb.

FINE FOR SEASONING

Lb. 29c
18-oz. Pkg. 99c

50 Free Quality Stamps with each package

SALT SIDE

Lb. 39c

BRUNDIGE

PORK

PORK STEAK

BUSH'S

300 SIZE
CAN

5
. FOR /

BUSH'S 300 SIZE CANS
CREAM PEAS
BUSH'S 300 SIZE CANS
MEXICAN BEANS

SHOWBOAT 300 SIZE
SPAGHETTI

BUSH'S 303 SIZE CANS
SHELLIE BEANS
BUSH'S 300 SIZE CUT
ASPARAGUS

FOR $1

5 for _

_ $1.00
39c

300 SIZE
CAN

7

BUSH'S BABY 300 SIZE
BUTTER BEANS
BUSH'S 303 SIZE CANS
GREEN BEANS

FOR

FOR

8 for

$1

303 SIZE
CAN
Sliced or
Whole

$1,
$1.00

BUSH'S

si

300 SIZE
CAN

BUSH'S FRESH 300 SIZE
BLACKEYE PEAS

10c

FOR

5 for __ _ _ $1.00

EXTRA FANCY

Lb. 2k

TURNIPS

LEMONS

Extra fancy
Good.eating
RED

DOZEN

39c .APPLES

$1.00

LIGHT CRUST PANCAKE

MIX
COFFEE

89c

LB.

29t

300 SIZE

FOR

25

GIAN

1.1 1.111

6 oz. JAR

FOR

5

BU

2-lb
Box

FOLGERS INSTANT

COUP

SOUTH FULTON TENN.
MAXWELL HOUSE or ELECTRA PERK SAC

PURPLE HULL PEAS

COFFEE

5
1

BUSH'S

AND ADDIT. $5.00 P
EXCLUDING MILK •
PRODUCTS.
OFFER EXPIRES MA

- LIMIT ONE COUPON PER FAMILY

•

NO I SIZE

7

GULF CHARCOAL
FOR

$
1

BUSH'S TURNIP GREENS WITH
TURNIPS. 303 SIZE
4 Cans For 69c _
BUSH'S 303 SIZE TURNIP GREENS WITH
SWEET POTATOES 2 Lbs. ____ 29c

0LB. B

FANCY RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS

JUICY SUNKIST

LB.

KRAUT
Plus
Quality
Stamps

BUSH'S NO. 2 CAN
6 cans $L00
GREAT N.BEANS
NEW U. S. NO. 1
YELLOW ONIONS 3 Lb. Bag ____ 29c

POTATOES

MERIT

BUSH'S FRESH

PORKOlitz BEANS

3 89t

LB. 59'
LB, 314
LB, 23C
LB. 1(4
LB.
69c2,
LB. 49C
LB. 15C
LB. 49C

E.W. JAMES & SONS

CHERRIES
303 SIZE

89c

BUSH'S LARGE 300 SIZE
LIMA BEANS
6 for
BUSH'S FRENCH STYLE 303 SIZE
GREEN BEANS 4 for

SHOWBO

5 FOR $
1

89c

BEANS

APPLE SAUCE
3O:SIZE
CAN

BUSH'S 30 SIZE CANS
TURNIP GREENS 6 for
BUSH'S GREEN & WHITE
LIMA BEANS
4 for

BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS
WINGS
NECKS
LEGS
GIZZARDS
BACKS
THIGHS

BUSH'S GREAT NORTHERN

BEETS

6

$1

300 SIZE
8 FOR
CAN

21c

FOR

FOR

PINTO BEANS

BUSH'S

BLACKEYE PEAS

U.S. Government In

BUSH'S

KIDNEY BEANS

SHOWBOAT DRY

300 SIZE

6 for 89c

4

BUSH'S

NAVY BEANS

8

$
.1

8for $1.00

MUSTARD GREENS

BUSH'S

300 SIZE
CAN

FOR

BUSH'S 303 SIZE CANS

7 for ___ $1.00

Lb. 69c

LIMA BEANS

BUSH'S

4 for 89c

PR

Plus Quality Stamps

Plus Quality Stamps

303 SIZE

Golder

Lb. 59c

Lb. 99c

BUSH'S SMALL FRESH

HOMINY

!CAN.

ROUND STEAK
FRESH -LEAN - TENDER
PORK CUTLETS

NOW IS THE TIME TO FILL
YOUR PANTRY

BUSH'S
300 SIZE

49c

FRANKS 12-oz. Pkg.
FRESH LEAN

SAUSAGE 1 lb. bag 59c-2 lb. hag $1.17

BON
RI

noNELESS TENDERIZED

REEL FOOT

BUSH'S CAN GOODS SALE
CROWDER PEAS

tiT
rjAMI:

9c
LB

QUART CAN

QT.

S
ai
lY
oRADE

394
394

THIS Al) GOOD THURSDAY APRIL :9 TIM

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

FRESH VINE RIPENED

TOMATOES

LIGHTER

39

PE.W.
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Organization Formed To Care
For Pleasant Hill Cemetery

ton, Ky.

ed chairman; Mrs. J. C. Olive,
corresponding secretary; Mrs.
Hal Kizer, secretary-treasurer,
and Mrs, Kenneth Wells. researcher. Other members of the
Board of Directors include Mrs.
Joe Bennett, Parks Weeks, Abe
Thompson. Mrs. Joe Mac Reed.
and Mrs. Felix Gossum Jr.
Mrs. Wells and her son, William L. Wells, both of Mayfield,
and Weeks of Fulton were
named to a committee to seek
placement of a historical mark-

FULTON, Ky.
—Persons interested in Pleasant Hill
Cemetery, an historic site of the
Jackson Purchase located between Fulton and Water Valley,
have formed a permanent organization aimed at perpetual
care of the cemetery.
Officers were elected, committees were appointed, and
dates 'et for an annual meeting
add decoration day during a recent meeting here.
Mrs. Glynn Bushart was elect-

;machine
y. Apply
nistrator.

ir Fulton,

'ploys?.

er on Highway 0 designating
the site.
Mrs. Wells also was appointed
as a representative of the group
to contact the Graves County
Highway Department regarding
the placing of a culvert In the
driveway to the cemetery.
T. D. Morris, who has cleared
the cemetery of saplings and
undergrowth, attended the meeting and reported that his work
had been completed. It was reported that other details of res-

toration remain, such as the
filling-in of sunken graves and
repair of grave markers.
Pleasant Hill Cemetery is
thought to be the oldest in the
Purchase area, and is the burial
place of at least one Revolutionary War soldier, Capt. David
Dobbins. It is located three
miles north of Fulton, about a
mile east of U.S. 45. It can
also be reached from Ky. 129 on
a state road which turns off to
the north across from the One
and All Club. A number of descendants of those buried there
still live in this area.
An annual meeting of interested participants in the protection
and maintenance of the ceme-

tery was set for the first Thesday in May of each year. Decoration Day will be held this
year on May 31, the national
official date of Memorial Day.

Fulton, Ky.

Cage CampFor Girls
It was voted to start a trust Is Planned

fund with a portion of the money
now on hand. Anyone desiring
to contribute to the fund may
send their checks, made to
Pleasant Hill Cem e ter y, to
Mrs, Hal Kizer, Water Valley.
A complete listing of those
buried at the cemetery may be
obtained from Mrs. Joe Bennett, Fulton, a small fee being
charged to cover cost of mimeographing. The list is 50 cents,
or if sent by mail, 75 cents.

A basketball camp for lasses
of the hard"
,00d will be held
this summer at Oblon County
Central High School.
Rebelette
In addition to
mentor Elvin Hatch,
Galen
Johnson Jr.,
girls basketball
coach at Maryville Porter High
School in East Tennessee, and
Richard Welch, coach of Tressvant's Lady Blue
Devils, will
conduct the week of Instruction, scheduled
for June 7-11.
The Instil Bon will begin at
9 each mon .g and last until
3:30 in the afternoon. Lunches

U.S. CHOICE CORN FED T—BONE

STEAK
119
STEAK
89c

3111AXIPSAVINGSJ

Plus
Quality
Stamps

LB.

U.S. CHOICE ROUND

SAVE!
%tit
AES1 'SONS
0
Lb. $1.19

RUMP ROAST

U.S. Gove

Lb. 19c

NECK BONES

Lb. 59c

SLICED BACON

ROASTING
CHICKENS
LB.

LB.

29 PEANUTS
29c DRIVE
1.15 TAMALES

BOLOGNA whole or half stick Lb. 39c

U.S. CHOICE PORTERHOUSE

STEAK
.129
STEAK.
990

Plus
Quality
Stamps

Plus

Q iality

LB.

Stamps

Lb 79c

_ROUND ROAST

Lb. 39c

SLAB BACON

Whole or Half Slab — Plus Quality

MARBEL STICK or SOLIDS

SAVORY 18 oz. STRAWBERRY

WINTERGARDEN FROZEN MEAT

WINTERGARDEN FROZEN

1

DANISH CHAMP 12 oz. CAN Luncheon

SUGAR CREEK CREAMERY

MR. G FROZEN FRENCH FRIED
lb
B
5-a

LB.

SEALSWEET FROZEN ORANGE

E.
.W, JAMES

LB.
BOX

FORS
1

Can

•
2 Per pkg.

WINTER GARDEN FROZEN

STOKELY'S 20 oz.

KRAFT WHIPPED 6 STICK

BAG

GEBHARDT'S 2 112 SIZE

FOR 1

LBS. 1

DETERGENT

Easy Monday Pink Lotion 32 oz. BOTTLE

PKGS

DARRAGH

MARY LOU CUT GREEN

25-lb Bag

FOR

STEELE'S 303 SIZE CAN

Possom-Maine 3 3/4 oz. can

INSTANT

2 oz. JARI90

lb.

STEELE'S 303 Size Can SWEET

ND ADDIT. $5.00 PURCHASE
:XCLUDING MILK AND TOBACCO
'RODUCTS.
IFFER EXPIRES MAY 5, 1971

r.

HART'S 303 size CREAM STYLE

PYOMY

CANS

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

00 FREE

EAGLE RIVER CRANBERRY
32 oz.
BOTTLE

39s COCKTAIL
94 ICE MILK
.Ay5.„,
S0

WITH THE PURCHASE OF 2
'BOTTLES OF JOHNSONS HOUSE
HOLD SPRAY

SWIFT orTURINERS

1"Gallon

OD THURSDAY APRIL 9 PHRU WEDNESDAY

AXI-SAVINGS" %•kr
Eprosit i,TO

r

$

1

FOR 1

MILT

AN

FOR

FOR 1

MA PERK BAC

39119%309501M

Stamps

EACH

QT.

GIANT SIZE 10 OFF BOX

lb
lx

Coach Hatch said the cost of
the camp Is $17.50. Girls who
wish to attend should send •
deposit of $7.50 with a tetter
telling of their basketball participation, age, school
led
coach.

REEL FOOT

SPREAD

MIRICLE WHIP SALAD

PLUS
QUAL=
STAMPS
MARSHMALLOW
BUNTE

Lb 79c

LITTLE PIG 18 oz. BARBECUE

LBS.

"T T

Coach Richard Welch has takeli
the
Region 12 championship
for the past four years and has
gone to the state
tournament
three of those years. He also
has been voted
Coach of the
Year In Region 12 for the last
four seasons.

2 .LBB.x69 SAUCE
294 DINNERS 3
PRESERVES 394 POT PIESOLEO 5
894
39c
POTATOES
894
LOAF
BUTTER
354
3
TEA
59
JUICE
DRESSING 59c
394 PARKAY 3 CATSUP 3 PIE SHELLS 3
19
390 DETERGENT 3 1 BEANS 3S0:e 7FoR$1 DOG FOOD ¶99
NEsTEA
TOMATOES 5
SARDINES 5
BOX
POTATOES 5 CAKE MIXES iOt CORN 6
FREE
QUALITY
STAMPS
294
CUT UP,
LB.

11,

Stamps

Plus Quality Stamps

SPREDIT IMITATION CHEESE

Out Inspected

Plus

Quality

BRAND

Plus Quality Stamps

Plus Quality Stamps

In the past 43 years and he has
developed 14 All-State players,
two
A II- A me Means and one
member of the Helms Basketball
Hall of False.

U. S. CHOICE HEEL OF

RUMP ROAST
LAKE

MOUSIER VALLEY

FRESH PORK

Lb. 69c

Lb. 79c

STEW EAT

Will be seallable In the school
cafeteria
or at a nearby restaurant. Girls will be coached
Individually and
scrimmage
games
also will
be held.
,I would personally like to
"
are
encourage all girls who
really Interested In basketball
to try and make the camp,"
commented Coach Hatch. "We
will have insurance on every
girl who participates and
the
camp should be very beneficial to upcoming
athletes."
In 19 years
of
coaching,
Coach Galen Johnson has
won
152 games while dropping 114.
HIS teams have won three state
championships, one runner-up
title and two third place trophies. His teams have participated in 12 state tournaments

U.S. CHOICE SIRLOIN

U. S. CHOICE BONE-IN

EXTRA LEAN BONELESS

BONELESS

_ Lb. 99c

LB.
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THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 10:00 A.M. TO 7:00 P.M.

HOT DOGS
•CRISCO

THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY
IO: A.M. to 7:00 P.M.

FOLGERS or OLD JUDGE

4FOR
1
SHORTENING 1-1,99t COFFEE
COCA COLA
LARGE 28 oz. BOTTLE

EACH

LIMIT ONE DOZEN PER CUSTOMER

LB.
CAN

89c

11.1P-410or lir 4.4.11.110.6.
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Medical Self-Help Coulse Is
Offered By State Health Dept.
To interest more adults in widely successful with students
a program that has already been is the aim of Charles Brooks,
director of the Medical SelfHelp Program sponsored by
the Office of Health MobilizaDepartment of
tion, State
Health.
The 16-hour course is currently being taught to a virtual
t.,e at
.
army of Kentucky students of all
•• Ile-Pre
ages in connection with home
economics, health and recreation courses or teacher training programs.
It is designed to equip each
participant with first aid knowledge and skills for use in emerkvp • t„..,
gency situations, emphasizing
the use of items readily availd
the home.
A.Nt able in
her
r. Students learn, among
MOUNTED
things, that an ironing board
C70-13 5.01-....p• whitewall
or a door can be used as an
stretcher; that
emergency
neckties, rolled newspapers,
shingles and pieces of orange
TIRE
crate might help make splints.
Including 11 self-help films,
the course covers many medical
emergencies with explicit directions for meeting them. The
TIRES coo
situations range from severe
tiro
plu 12 1.4 E.. Tim pp
burns and shock to emergency
childbirth.
Although Brooks has always
Sears newest WIDE tire supposed that many lives have
been saved and much suffering
prevented by thciactions of the
course's gradultills, the stuRoland
of Coach
dents
Wierwille of Transylvania College offer concrete examples.
Two fiberglass BELTS reduce
From Coach Wierwille's files
tread squirm for better wear, come the following cases:
• One student, while worktraction, steering and braking...two rayon cord plies. ing as counselor in a summer
camp for boys administered
PRICE INCLUDES SHIPPING, mouth-to-mouth resuscitation
camper
a 12-year-old
when
MOUNTING and Fed. Ex. Tax
stopped breathing.
• Another student, having
Tubaloss Blackwalls
lunch in a restaurant, saved a
TWO
SIZE
customer from choking with the
-14 8.37 3.68
same technique.
G78-14 8.25-14 31.53 48.42
• One female student, who
H78-14 8.55-14 34.73 53.22
was the first to arrive at the
F78-15 7.75-15 29.39 45.20
scene of an automobile acG78-15 8.25-15 32.55 49.94
cident, treated a University of
Deel-st i. WI,
Kentucky student for shock.
• A coed who had learned
F78-.14 7.75-14 $31.3 $48.18
emergency measures for stopG78-14 8.25-14 34.53 52.92
bleeding, treated her
ping
178-I4 8.55-14 37.73 57.72
neighbor for scalp wounds and
F78-I5 7.75-15 33.39 51.20
ankle injuries until the family
G78-15 8.25-15 36.55 55.94
physician arrived.
I'lf we're consistently getwith
ting results like these
Mr. Brooks
our students,"
cost
said, "the program's
has been justified many times
over."
When the program was InaBroadway St.
lated in; 1962 a goal was set
trgp at least one member
South Fulton
Of every Kentucky family, or
DIAL 47811420'
individuals, in medi753,000
REGISTER HERE!
cal self-help.
WIN $150 CASH

Save 50%
on 2nd tire

D

4
$3"

DYNAGLASS

GUARDSMAN

Sears

SAVINGS

MEANS

0„. •.
PAMPERS MIDOL
29e
69c
1

30
DAYTIME
.

1st $2298

2

i0

;

12'S

-

SOLARCAINE

89e
ALLEREsT
LOTION
3 OZ

TABS
24'S

89e
TEA BAGS
me

LIPTON
8'S

V

HYDE PARK

5e
PEST
•49

BLACK PEPPER
1 OZ
min
)
Sift

STRIP $1

ENFAMIL
CON C. LIQ.
13 OZ

JUST
ANOTHER
PRESCRIPTION
LABEL?

27e

CATALOG SALES %IKE

DIABETICNSUPPLIES
AT SUPER DISCOUNTS
LILLY
SYRINGES
LIMIT 2
INSULIN
U-40 Insulin 1 cc. Disposable&
89t Syringe 26G 4" Needle IF
NPH U-40

NOT EXACTLY!

Becton -Dickinson

A SUPER CI PRESCRIPTION LABEL IS
SPECIAL. LIKE ALL OTHERS IT RELAYS
840/DN Box of 30 Limit 1
YOUR DOCTOR'S EXACT INSTRUCTIONS.
1.69 U-80 Insulin 1 cc. Disposable
'
T3
THE MEDICATION IS THE SAME. SO
2" Needle
1
Syringe 26G /
`IP
V4
WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE? THE
880/DN Box of 30 Limit 1
SUPER D LABEL STANDS FOR
EVERYDAY LOW DISCOUNT PRICES.
AND FOR COURTEOUS, EFFICIENT
SERVICE. AT SUPER D YOU GET THE
SAME MEDICATION FOR LESS BOTHER
AND LESS MONEY. IT'S JUST THAT
OUR COSMETICIAN, MARY TOLBERT, WILL HELP YOU SELECT JUST THE
SIMPLE. YOU'LL SAVE ON ALL YOUR
RIGHT COSMETICS TO SUIT YOUR APPEARANCE AND YOUR PERSONALITY.
HEALTH NEEDS AT SUPER D. COME
YOU MAY CHOOSE FROM OUR LARGE SELECTION OF BRAND NAME
IN AND COMPARE. YOU'LL SEE WHAT
PRODUCTS BY THE NATION'S LEADING COMPANIES, SUCH AS REVLON,
MAKES THAT LABEL SPECIAL AND .
MAX FACTOR, HELENA RUBINSTEIN, COTY, FABERGE AND OTHERS.
YOU'LL WANT THE SUPER D LABEL ON

NPH U-80
Regular U-40
Regular U-80
I will appreciate your vole and influence
in my race for
Fulton County Jailer.
I am a resident of Hickman and have
lived in Fulton County all of my life. Knowing of the many responsibilities attached to
the office of Jailer I feel sure that I am qualified to serve you and to give fair and equal
treatment, with no favoritism, to any and all

79'

the interim period for political purposes.
I shall make every attempt to visit each

Check our full line of
Name Brand Cosmetics

ALL YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS FROM
NOW ON.

LOWEST PRESCRIPTION PRICES EVERYDAY

Fulton County Jailer
paid for by Josh McClure.

-

1106 NAILLING STREET
(NEXT TO E. W. JAMES & SONS SUPERMARKET)
UNION CITY, TENN.

vote and influence.

Candidate For

.i

CONVENIENT LOCATION

of you between now and the date of the election on May 25, 1971 to personally solicit your

Josh McClure

no

s1.49

law offenders placed in my custody.
I have declined to serve out the unexpired
term of the late Baker Minton to make this
race for Idid not want to use the office during

fIn
uu

DISCOUNT DRUGS

PHONE 885-6558
OPEN - 9AM TO 9PM MONDAY thru SATURDAY
WE RESERVE THE 116111 10 LIMIT QUANTITIES

•, STOREWIDE SUPER DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY

Fulton, Ky.

Come in . . . see our many Magnavox Anniversary Values that are now
specially priced—including Stereo Portables and Component Systems,
Radios, Tape Recorders, plus Monochrome and Color TV!

11" diagonal measure COLOR PORTABLE TV
Slim-and-trim portable model 6104 will delight you with its vivid 69 sq. in.
pictures, plus its many other quality Magnavox features—such as: Automatic
Color Purifier, telescoping antenna, plus exclusive Bonded Circuitry chassis with
Keyed AGC for superior reception and lasting reliability. Enjoy it on tables,
shelves, bookcases—or on a convenient optional mobile cart.

Thursday, April 29, 1971

11
1

4
(

14

Complete
with
Headphone!

Anniversary Priced

9995

NOW ONLY S

Portable Stereo Phonograph—model
2517 offers the full enjoyment of your favorite
recordings. It has two detachable or swingout speakers plus a precision Automatic Player
that lets your records last a lifetime.

Simulated TV Pletutei

STEREO FM/AM RADIOPHONO SYSTEM
Model 9274 brings you an exciting new
dimension in listening enjoyment—from
exciting Stereo FM /AM radio and your
favorite recordings. Willi dramatic modular design, it offers new Duo-Omni Directional Air-Suspension Speakers(2 in each
.rjd to a full
Wain Fijr4ect
ncldo
360'. It alsd Has 20-Watts' EIA music
power and the exclusive Micromatic
Player. The convenient cart affords wonderful room -to-room mobility.

Anniversary Priced
NOW ONLY S8495
12" diagonal measure Portable TV —
modeM4will bring you photo-sharp 72 sq,
in. pictures—even from distant or difficult
stations. It has telescoping antenna and retractable carrying handle for true portability.

Anniversary Priced

EL IS
!ELAYS
TIONS.
SO
IE

:ES.
ENT
THE
)THER
'HAT
YOUR
OME
WHAT
AND
EL ON

)M

Complete with Cart
Anniversary
Priced
$
"
39
NOW ONLY

BIG SCREEN COLOR TV
with AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING

Modestly-priced Cassette Recorder—
model 9030 operates on batteries or on AC
with adaptor (both included). Also with
microphone, earphone, accessory case and
blank cassette. An exceptional value!

Switch channels as often as you wish—these outstanding Magnavox values will also give you a
perfectly-tuned Ultra-Bright 23" diagonal measure
picture—instantly and automatically. They also include Quick-On pictures and sound plus Chromatone
for added picture depth and richer colors. Early
American—model 7104; Contemporary—model
7102. See these outstanding values today!

Your Choice

Anniversary Priced

Anniversary Priced

NOW ONLY

$449

NOW ONLY

AM Portable Pocket Radio—model 1011
will bring you amazing room -filling sound
and outstanding performance. Complete with
batteries, earphone, carrying cases and jack
for optional AC adaptor. A great gift!

LET)

ItY

S 110 95

WADE TELEVISION
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CLASSIFIED ADS

DOZER WORK
Land Cleaning

So MUCH- . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only 5c per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I

Pond Digging

LL.ft Moving

Fence Rows

*ENT Wheelchairs. crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 406 Lake
Fukon, Ki

— CONTACT —

ALBERT RAMSEY
Route 2, Martin, Tenn.
(Near Campground Store)
Phones(day)587-6296 (nite) 587-6296

MAKE PLANS NOW TO ATTEND
-ANTIQUE & FURNITURE
MR.and MRS.DUKE DRUMM

WHITE TOY POODLE. Hid
all shots. Reg. $45.00. 479-2229.

KEA Advised To 'Vote
The Education Party'
Political involvement Was' the
recurring theme brought home
to teachers Friday as the Kentucky Education Association
concluded its annual convention.
Dr. Sam Lambert, executive
secretary of the National Education Association, set the tone
and also acknowledged one of
the candidates in this year's
Kentucky race for governor._
"Be a Democrat or a Reptibilcan," he said, "but vote the ed-

ucation party."
Lambert tole teachers to
watch the candidate's records
on education and added:
"I understand Bert Combs Is
coming back on the scene. In
my opinion he was one of the
best education governors any
state ever had."
Combs, who was governor
from 1959 to 1963, is running
again for the Democratic nomi-

Thursday, April 29, 1971

Fulton, Ky.

nation to that office in the May
25th primary.
NEA's logielative record
has been dramatic in the last
few yeare" Lamber1 said. "But
the real jahls done by teachers
who support with their time,
help and money the educationminded members of Congress.
Lambert also praised a fellow
platform guest, 7th District
Rep, Carl Perkins, D-Ky., as a
"stalwart member of Congress

and a tried and true friend of
education."
Perkins earlier spoke briefly
about the need for more money
for education and 'bout President Nixon's proposed federal
revenue-sharing plan.
He said funds from revenuesharing should come on top of
present programs, not in place
of them.
Claude Purvis, installed as
president of KEA for the coming year, told teachers, "This
year will be a crucial year,
politically, for education in Kentucky."
It offers the voters an opportunity to say whether we
should continue neglecting the

WANTED: Clean cotton i-al's
without buttons. Bring to News
office.
WE MAKE DRAPES FREE:
you pay only for the material
used. P. N. Hirsch & Company,
South Fulton, Tenn.

Purvis said be welcomes criticism which "causes us to evaluate and 60 a better job."
However, he said, "there are
some critics., who are willing to
subvert the needs of Kentucky
children to get a decent whomtion to their own special Inter'eats.

$400 Million Mina' =
DAWSON, Yukon Territory —
Since the first rich gold strike
was made near here in 18111,
creek beds of the Klondike have
yielded mare than $400 million
in gold.

SITAKNIE

Let us care for your small
animals with love-while you
vocation. POODLE PAMPER
PARLOR 479-2229.

"SUPER-RIGHT" GRAIN FED BEEF

HELP WANTED — Excellent
earning opportunity representing AVON COSMETICS opening now in Fulton County. Call
or write—Mrs. Margaret Taylor
P. 0. Box 1022
Paducah, Ky. 42001
Pho. 898-2708

Saturday, May 1, 1971; 10:00 A.M.
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
Sal* will be held at the Martin Plaza Motel on the North End
of Lindell Street, Hwy. 45E, Martin, Tennessee.

HAVE SOLD OUR MOTEL

V WV

LOST: Great Dane. brindle
color: last seen around Wing°
last week. Reward. Phone
472-1600, Fulton or see Dean
Moyers, 806 Eddings, owner.

NUN 97
.118
FINK :128
f
I
PATON GRilAusE°
89
lg.
SALE

Mr. and Mrs. Drumm have sold the Martin Plaza and have
built • new horn*. Due to the style of the home they have
bought a different style of furniture.

GOOD THRU

ANTIQUES & FURNITURE

SAIIIRDAY MAY 1

WAITRESS WANTED: afternoons, midnights; split shifts.
Unfortunate hours, good pay.
Call Hank's Cafe, 472-9081 or
472-3490.

WANTED!
caes ww. Square Tina

CREAM STYLE GOLDEN

STOKELY CORN
17 OZ.
CANS

TIRES TRUED

Mr. or Mrs. Duke Drumm, Martin, Tenn.
PHONE 587-2532 or ALEXANDER REAL
ESTATE & AUCTION SALES — Marvin E.
Alexander, Auctioneer.

Wheels Balanced(

WHEELS ALIGNED(

Off. First Federal Bldg. 587-4722 or 587-3801— Martin, Tenn,
Night: Martin E. Alexander 587-4568 or Wendell Alexander
364-2155 — License No. 67 — "More people are selling the
Alexander way" write for a brochure.

City Tire Co.
101 W. State Line

B.

JAMES BARNER

educadon of over 700,000 school
children, or give It top priori-

WANTED: Swarms of bees.
Call Collect 479-1733.

SALE
French provincial china cabinet, like new, Marble top table,
Coffee table 11 2 end chairs, 2 Queen Ann chairs and stool,
Desk and chair, 2 Recliner chairs, Lamps (numerous), Maple
bedroom suite (4 pc.), Twin beds, Box springs and mattress,
Chair, Brass Magazine rack, Bread tray, Amber punch bowl
est, Typewriter and table, white vanity chair, Clothes Hamper, Bevel edge mirror, venetian blinds (4 sets), Brass fireplace set. Copper water set (pitcher, tray and cups), Old
pitcher and bowl set, Grandfather clock, Gone with wind
lamp, original, Walnut Victorian table, Walnut round tilt top
table, Walnut bed, Oval china cabinet, French provincial
livingroom suite, Pair matching lamps, Lounge, Stereo record
player, Record cabinet, Occasional bedroom table. Italian
dinette table,6 chairs, like new, Frigidaire cook stove, Frigidairs refrigerator, 2 door, Tables, single bed, Chest of drawers, Rugs, several beds, Pictures and frames. Electrolux vacCOTO cleaner, (heavy duty, like new), TV.
Many small items too numerous to mention,
— FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT —

Page 8,

Fulton —

re. 4714741

PRISM

THURSDAY, MAY 6, 1911, 10:00 A.M.
RAM OR SHINE - LUNCH WILLIE RRRRRR

GREEN

Green Beans

lb. 25c Onions,

B SIZE RED

bunch

CUT GREEN sr SIIEWE

4$

STOKELY BEANS
1 A OZ.
CANS

lk

CELLO RBI)

Potatoes 5-lb.bag 59c Radishes 6-oz. pkg. lk

MARTIN, TENNESSEE
SALE WILL BE MILD ON THE FAIR LOCATED SIA WILES NORTHWEST OF MARTIN ON ROTH ROAD. TURN WEST OFF
MI 011. MOLES NORTH OF MARTIN AND PROCEED ONE MILE TO SALE.

FARM FOR SALE
IN NAVE LISTED MR,
II FARM FOR SALE PRI
. TWO FAIR NAS ill ACRES WITH ITS ACRES TILLABLE.
IMPROYMENTI INCLUDE A NICE 2 BEDROOM FRAME NONE WITH CARPETING, NEM CARNETS, URN. ROOK BATE
AND ITIUTY ROOK THE
INCLUDE A NEW DOUBLE I COW NERNINGIONE MILK BARN NU ALL NEW EQUIP.
EXCEPT FOE TANKS, WELCOME AUTOMATIC FEEDERS, 1211 COW FREE STALL BARN,'LOCK DAIRY BARN, CALF BARE
(Aluni.1, 2 WI. ETC.,
WILL AND LAGOON. DUE TO IRE INYISTIOJIT M. EARNER NAS IN THE DAIRY SETUP
NE IS RETAINING N MEAD OF HEIFERS AND SOME QUOTA IN ORDER TO MOLD A MILE MARKET MTN THE FARM.
ALEXANDER NEAL ESTATE WILL BE GLAD TO MEET WITH ANYONE AND SNOW THE FARM AT ANY TOE.

126 Head of "Choice Dairy Cattle
Sell in Dispersion"

BIER

NEW"6;i:)L•LsOw

3a394

39t

LOOK FOR A&P's HOLIDAY HAM SWEEPSTAKES
TIGEWITOWN
BOILED HAM

LAST 2 WEEKS
t'Inea nut of Sheffield I nternafiond
Gelleriet. Woo.the time to
cd.Oiete your beautiful collection
a Greet AU & Math Frames
4414 A44•44o4
(44.1441144Nri NH coupon
foe I FREE .1"aS"
or .
1 1e1" PRINT PLUS I FREE
111"410".11":11".12"•14"
111-.30" Print.
ALSO RUT ACCESSORY PIECES
AT SPECIAL SALE PRICES,

ARTS A PRINTS

2 PRINTS FREE

1202.$1
PK0.

TIGERTOWN
HAM SAUSAGE

19 LB.

994

(DETAILS AVAILABLE

1-,rie.or 5.',11 PLUS
14
.
3,10", Weld",12
.
,24'
.
or lee 2o"
WITH THIS COUPON
Good
s4r.,44.,4
Good Al ASP Food Stem

TIGERTOWN
FLAT HAM

$101
LE. I

69

AT YOUR FAVORITE ASP)

AJAX LIQUID CLEANER
(204 Off LABEL)
40 OZ.
oar
en.

111 of these Cows are in production now. 15 Dry Cows.
A LANCE NUEIGER OF TRUE COWS ARE NEED TO CALF IN TIM FALL ALL COWS NAVE BEEN TESTED FOR T.I. AND
LINOS AND INDIVIDUAL NEALTII CERTIFICATES WILL NE FURNISHED RITE EACH COIL YOU ARE CORDIALLY INVITED
TO COME AND INSPECT OHS NERD. THE N HEIFERS THAT ARE BEING MELD ARE MALL *LUNEN THEY ARE WILKI
ME ARE NOT THE 01010E CON OF THE NERO. ALL THE COWS ARE BRED TO HOLSTEIN BULL THIS IS A YOUNG NERD
OF DONE ANN WILL U AN ASSET TO YOUR NERD.

APPLE PIE

3,000 Lbs. of Quota
FARMING EQUIPMENT

KLEENEX
TOWELS
IMO
ROLLS

01YDROLIC
BUCRIT1

3020 John Deere
M7 EL)BOWL, OVER SUE Thin
(WINIGLE BLOM FOR CYUNDERS, ROLL GUANO)

5 x 16 J. D. Breaking Plow
(1 YEAR 111,0)

1954 Jubilee Ford

BECTI,IYXERA9E5KER

(I PT. BLADE)

35-J. D. Front End Loader
4-Row A. C. Planter
12' Truck Bed
Ford Post Hole Digger
J. D. Windrower & Hay Conditione

BRAID NEWFOR WORE INFORMATION CONTACT

WI VII INN{ COUPON
Good 0611 At AAP en., Eyes
Good 741. kr_ Mu Ho
Asp. Puke Maw( Comae
Volt I (*yea Per Curauume

ihul AP

USED!

JAMES BARRER, Owner, Martin, Tenn., Ph. 581-4570

ALEXANDER REAL ESTATE & AUCTION SALES
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, Auctioneer
OFF. FIRST FEDERAL KN. 581-4122 OR 587-3101
11111117:111111011 E. ALUANNIN
OR INUIDELL ALEXANDER
MARTIN, TENNESSEE
511-4561
UOINSI M.I/
364-2155

PERSONALSIZE

KEN-L.R ATICEI

IVORY

°°° 6 la 9St

OAR SOAP

FOOD

4CT.PKG.

%ITN Nits COI:Puh
Reed Oely Al ASP Food None
0.04 7411 %L W,
1144. Prk• Mama Coepoe
IS. I Coegee Per ceornme

Ulttl THIS COI:PON
Owed 0•5 Al AIN,teed Hann
• Geed Thu SOL,11•E I
Rap Pd'. Wilmot Coop.'
LAM I Coop. her:woo

AP

1 110 t
11

(Illi
11"1111

VIM I Ifis
lenfie
0,1 Ord, At klikr
Geed Tee Sac, NW I
55 Pr
,
.. Will* GM..
.11•1010IF
Lin* • 0YIN P.L

AP

AP

SAVE 40. ON PURCHASE
OF NUCAPE INSTANT
COFFEE 140Z. EAR
WITH THIS C011.014
need US; At ALP Food Sin,.
Gaul Elm SAL.Ilay1
Rug. 1414•11111144er Ce•••••
44 441 Per Contemn
c.
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GOOD TRU
SATINDAY MAY 1

OKELY CORN
We're celebrating our 42nd Anniversary by offering
some really outstanding values! So don't miss this
opportunityto save on fornily and home needs.Como
in today.
2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS
•

Register Every Day!

T GREEN sr SHELIA

KELY BEANS

Special
Purchase!
Men's No-Iron
SHORT SLEEVE

/MP INSTANT

COFFEE

2

04
!

LEENEX
TOWELS
Julio
ROLLS

RCHASt

ANT
JAR

May I
Con•ww

CIINIE 2/694
INARAN
I -L B. CTN.
11111 T11111 t-01 POO
Cant Oar Al As? I. n•Al P.m
Goal Now lat., 14.1 I
ate Ma Wawa Conte.*
L••• I Coop. Ow Croon.

SHIRTS
• Sport Styles
• Dress Styles
• Knits
VALUES TO *3"
YOUR CHOICE

Fill your SWIM., shirt rmects now at a tontastkolly low
price. Dress and sport styles hove spreod and long point
collars .. knits hav• crew and high cr•w necks. Good
color selection.

smis

DIM
Dacron polyester-cotton blends
in solid colors including white,
blue, genets, navy, gold, ton and
Matte. 14to 17.

WOW STYLES
Polyester and cotton blends in
solids, stripes and noveity pot
tents. Blue, grape, green, gold
and brenns. S-td-I. XL.

,.
muis
ioot cottons

and polyester-cotton blends in solids, stripes
<Ma f1fsvOli y pattern.. Slue,
green, gold, brown and yellow.

The Sale You've
Waited For....
OUR ANNUAL

40
/1
Remember
/#
;
•

•
You'll Find exciting
money-eaving specials
throughout the store. Save now on
spring and gunmen needs for family and bane.

L GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS—FREE!

NOT PANTS..
THE HOT LINE
to SUMMER
Special
Porokaso of
13" Talus .... $2
99

Special
Purchase I
fi,
(P.'
74,

Ladies'
ST-RETCH
TERRY

•

,

JAMAICA
SET

1

Genuine Polyurethane
3-ZIPPER CLOSING

Cotton-polyester blended fabric Is machine washable and has permanent press
finish. Zipper fly front . . 2-inch bolt
loops. Multi-colors In shades of navy,
yellow, rod, blue and IIIOC. SIMS 6 to 16.

$4.99 Values

2

for$9

HAND BAGS
Regular
$6.99
Values

$599

Sleevelet* printed top with
V neckline
. solid color
pull-en shorts with *testicised waist and stawn-)n
crease. Machine washable
ordters-rrylesi terry material.
Combination. of novyAyeen,
Yellow/6hr* and enwispeiblue.
S.161-1. sloes.

Our roost populor style In fawn, navy,
beige, black and white. Amazingly
soft material. Three sippored comportments ... tuff vinyl lining.

Register for

FREE
RORK
WASIIIIISTON
BERRIED

ASCOT

SPECIAL!
Reg.:141

CHAIN
BELTS
Iwid link and
disc
types mode of one
alumMum with paid or Myer
Hoist..

Special Purchase of
Regular III" Styles

lua•

MUD SAND
AMAO SCAR,
MASI

$100

THIS VERSATILE SCARF
Gives Yee e One Scarf Weraelie te 00
Acotatele4114 and triple sheer ocetate crepes
in assorted odors. Weer as illustrated.

100% Pure Copper
CRAIN BRACELETS 1.1 99
Compare at $2.50. Sold to be
beneficial to arthritis %offerers.

Choose horn Many Styles in
LADIES' HANDBAGS
$3i" stow.1... !peel, $ags
now sole priced al
a
IS AP

SAVE 12"

$800

Got in the sone with cone of these moor
2-Pfece swim suits. Choate horn the two
styles shown in assorted colors. Sizes
32 to*.
STYLE "air
Solid lostex bottom
raffle trimmed
striped top. nodded bra.
STYLE

sew wie, tastes bottom with umbrella
applique trim
with raffle trim.

floral padded bra

Ideal for Summer!

STRAW BAGS

Ladies'
Double Woven

Choose from Many Styles
Priced at

NYLON
GLOVES

$ 99 and $499

$101
el

Doable handle and has style*
In natural, white, block and
toast. Cool looking wicker
straws with vinyl and Cheln
trirt111.

IF

Sr

Shad and Irmalet lengths in
plain sod erobrof,
derod
White, block
and Wes.
A and
Mos.

Nile Sale You've
Waited For ....
OUR ANNUAL

Remember

•

You'll find mating
money-saving specials
throughout the store. Save now on
spring and summer needs for family and home.

May
9th

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS -FREE!

Girls' Permanent Press

Fiberglass Insulated
DIAPER BAGS

BABY DOLL PAJAMAS

Zippered, Flip Top

Sleeveless Style with Ruffle
and Vol Lace Trim
SIZES 4-8

and Snap Styles
in Assorted

SIZES 10-14

Colors

'199 '299

Alt-purpose bogs that ore
Insulated to keep baby's
food hot or cold Owe.
+ram several styles. Block
patents or colt with ploki,
tweed or floral moterial.
Handle ond shoulder strap
modeh.

65% polyester-355 cotton fabric with
easy-core permanent press finish . . .
needs no Ironing. Vol lace and embroidery trim. Choice of pink or
maize In sizes for big and laths girls.

299'399'499
Cotton-Polyester Blend

Girls'

IECEIVING BLANKETS

NYLON KNIT
JAMAICA SET
Infants'
POLO SHIRTS
$100
I00%conaa knit in aseerted
ca4of solids and stripes
Shod deferes. 9.141 an.
yns
yrs.

69` sad 89'

Machine wasbable. Mended of 60%cotton and 40% polyester.
Solids. snipes and prints. 26.31" and 30.47'.

"Baby Terry" SLEEP AND PLAT SETS
$2
99

• Cotton • Eiderlon

Sleeveless petaled kip with meal
terHis neck
Asses ar•
calor with ofladIctsad wake and
bock sipper. (Attie* of navy/
skit*, pinklwlefe, red/v.44e
and yellow/white combination.
7 to 14.

• Brushed Nylon

225

Mee Prised $
\, at Oily

Assorted solid 1:0$01'1, Owns and polio dots in pink.
MOWS, blue and white. Keeps by wane end comfy.
htslividually boxed .. ideal fee gifts.

Special! "Little Tot"

1111111SETE 11111PEIS
NO-IRON SLEEP AND
), PLAY SETS
0.w of Acetate
-on

Soft, Absorbent
White Cotton

$325

DURABLE PLASTIC "TOT-TOTER"
Is Adjustable to
4 Positions

Washable

DIAPER
STACKER
Regular $2.99
$1 99

Ideal tor carrying,
traveling, bathing and

feeding. Foam filled
wou.rproot pod. Whit*,
pinl,
avocodo,
blue and strowberry,

A new, convenient way for
storing up to 3 dozen clean
diapers.
Assorted
color
prints, stripes and solkis.

Snap and zippered styles In
amassed solids and prints.
For Infants up to 16
pounds.

The Sale You've
Waited For....
OUR ANNUAL

You'll find exciting
money-saving specials
throughout the store, Save now on
spring and summer needs for family and harm.

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS—FREE!

LUXURIOUS NYLON LACE

S-T-R-E-T-C-H- STRAP BRA
Rounds, Lifts
and Separates
Lavish use of elastic rounds,
separates . comfortable noncurl odiustablis stretch strops.
Nylon lace bust cups are
gently podded with doudsoft Kodel* elastic
bock. White only.
*Rog. TM

A-CUPS
32-36

B-CUPS
32-38

C-CUPS
32-40

Ideal for Wear with
Shorts and Swim Suits

Lightweight long w•oring Lycro• Spandex
power net elastic with mesh elastic insert
that stretches with you . . .no more togging
or pulling. Complete with 6-inch detachable
ond adjustabls gort•rs. White in Ott"

Nylon and Spandex sides stretch for comfort
. . . stretch straps. All nylon lace cups, with
or without lightweight spun polyester fiberfill podding. A cups in sizes 32-36; B and C
cups in sizes 32-40.

2-Way Stretch

Panty Girdle
Lycra* Spandex with nylon net and lace
front insert . . 1-inch stretch lace cuff.
Small, medium and large.

ACTION BRIEFS
Patented "no-bind" crotch makes
the dif
hien. Whits ocelot. or white
cotton
.
nylon seamed for longer
wear. Won't ride
or Nfld.

Sizes 11-9-10

The Sale You've
Waited For ....
OUR ANNUAL

Remember

•
You'll find 110KiEing
money-saving specials
throughout the dor. Say* now on
spring and summer needs for family and home.

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS—FREE!

Fill Her Dreams with

100% NYLON

DREAMY SLEEPWEAR

TRICOT KNIT

• Gowns • Baby Bolls • Sloop Coats

SLIPS

Surprise Mom on her day with a gift of soh,
silky sleepwear. She'll love the luxurious fent
and tho delightful colors.

Shadow Panel Styles

SLEEP COATS

with Lace or

Polysister-Cotton Blends
and 100%Nylons

Embroidery Trim

$299 3994
,
81

Waltz length sleep coats that norm mood
ironing. Vol lace and embroidery triers.
Pink, maize and blue wild. in small,
modium and large Mars.

ci

SHIFT GOWNS
Polyester-Cotton Blends and
100%Nylons

May
9th

'299

Enho nylon tricot slips that requins to little care. Trimmed
with soft lace or schiffli •mbrokkery. Some styliss hove how
hnes that featunt double folds that can be snipped to suit
your prolorrori long*. Whit* in Ozos 32 to 44.

OTHER NYLON HALF SLIPS
Crepe weave nylon tricot with schiffli
embroidery tdrn. Shadow panel . .
odlialtrole drops. White only In tiros
32 to 40.

$199 $099
sad &
Short sissy. or slimveloss walts-longth
gowns flower mood ironing. Vol lam and
onsbroidery trims. Pink, blue, maim
and mint in S-h41.

BABY BOLL N's

100% NYLON
HALF SLIPS
Semi-tailored and
Fancy Wes

Illonded of Polyester

and Cotten

$199 $999
• and 11111
Slemmless baby doll lop . . . blitini
pads- Pennoneet pees fields. Val
lace tfltn. PI* Mom mats and Woe

Run-Resistant, Nude Heel Balla

PANTY HOSE
3.

hwlablo tosemelelont mach with run
Tookwood,
tops id heledpionly and
&basalt, dates Wm, sem*, tend cinIMMO!. lit
S Mt-

$

Mods of 100hnylon with peom-to
seam bent panel. Smooth fitting
*leak waistband, loco on aro
broidery trims. White, pink end
btu* in small, medium ond large
dam

Ladies' Plain or Fancy

NYLON PANTIES
Hollywood brief and bikini Hylos
in 100% nylon tridot with orribroldory trim or plain nylon notin

114110 Mom Stale

&diet Seeedent Sketch
PANTY HOSE
Mesh weave with node Am.!. Cinnamon. debonair, soma% black
199,
pearl. Mose
and teakwood. S-1141.-Xl.

aid$299
$199

PANTY HOSE
Spociol loci-stitch ko•ps runs
front running. Show and clingy
U. AMIN of sonata,0199
dolsonolt, dolmen
and Neiman& 5-114.
I.-XL.

ip

"Cinderella" FULLER FIGURE PANTY HOSE
For ladles who wisigh 160 to 190 pounds. 1
•
10.
coffee, taupe and suntan. Sloes A and II

$1

Tour @Woo

29

pr.
•
"Cinderella" SEAMLESS STRETCH NYLONS
Nude hoed style In kativi, soffits, suntan and
loops. Ono Hie fits 114 to 11.

• WHITE
•PINK
• BLUE
• BEIGE
• 5 TO 7

59cp,

$100

The Sale You've
Waited For....
OUR ANNUAL

Remember

•
You'll find auselling
money...laving specials
throughout the store. Save now an
spring and surnmer mods for family and home.

May
9th

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS—FREE!

FIRMLY WOVEN WHITE MUSLIN SHEETS
Famous Cannon Quality
72X1011”.Flat
Or Twin Fitted

81X108".Flat
or Doubt* Fitted

$219

$249

Smooth textured cotton muslin sheets by Cannon
long satisfactory service. Bloodied snow white.

. firmly woven to give

421.36-INCH PILLOW CASES

$1.29 pr.

CANNON "NO-IRON" MUSLIN SHEETS
•Strips's
•
81X104inch

241E45

• Solids
Floral:
double fitted sheets that never need ironing. Assorted
Matching Pillow Cases
$2.39 pr.
or

colors.

$399

TEM 111
Roguiar.

Soft, Cotton Terry

Lint-Free Striped Terry

TOWEL
ENSEMBLE
22)(42"
$100
BATH TOWEL . .
151.25"
HAND TOWEL.
12X12"
WASH CLOTH . .

.
59.
296

Soft, absorbent cotton 1411rry in
assorted stripes, solids and
%tofu f-xceNent values.

KITCHEN
ENSEMBLE
Dish
Towel
Dish

aeit,
Pot
Holder

49°
29°
29°

A useful kitchen trio. Color.
al strips patterns in gold,
green, blue and orange.

HIGH-LOW RAYON PILE
3-PIECE
BATH SET

Special! Heavy Quality
24x48-111CN

$399

BATH
TOWELS

contour
Oblong
Id og n.alinconerlati 9"n
roe., gold, blue, rod and
yellow. Non slip backing.

$1 38
lame selection of high shades In
2 tone *towards and solid colors.
If perfect would be priced up to
$3.00 each.

ASSORTED LID CORERS
SP.06
.
1 purchase
. nylon or rayon pito. Assorted colors and gotten....

29

The Sale You've
Waited For...•
OUR ANNUAL

•
You'll find exciting
money-saving specials
throoghout the dam Save now on
spring and summer needs for family and horns.

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS —FREE!

Softly Sculptured Self-Tone
"TERRAZZO"
BEDSPREADS
by Morgan-Jones

40% Form* Polyester-35% Rayon-25% Cotton

THERMAL
BLANKETS

An intricately woven self-toms
fabric with a softly sculptured
pattern that creates highlights and shadows In a
range of glowing colors.
Trimmed with deep bullion fringe. Machine
washable. Full or
twin sizes in
assorted
colors.

$399
Full or Twin Size — Rayon Tufted

'erry

Slight irregularities don't affed
wear or looks. Softly blended of
polyester-rayon and cotton. Washable with nylon binding. Gold,
green, rose, lilac and blue. 72X90
inches.

BABY CHENILLE BEDSPREADS
Lint free rayon tufting on good quality sheeting. Finished with fringe.
Assorted solid colors.

t

PILE

PIECE
rH SET

399

d, contour mot and
In white, green,
blwo, rood and
slip backing.

$499

The Sale You've
Waited For ....
OUR ANNUAL

Remember

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS—FREE!

May
9th

..Ate 41Zon tad. cit,A41. ideas!
brings you the newest in
Make your selection for styli's shown in favorite
colors for spring ond summer. Quality mod, for
comfort ond service. Sizes Sin 10.

KRINKLED

WHITE
PATENTS
for Spring
and Summer Wear

An ezdting collection of new styles for both casual
and dress-up occasions. Strap, buckle and novelty
vamp ornament trims. Flat and medium heels.

Special? Regular s2"

LADIES' FOLDING SLIPPERS

STYLE "A"
High vomp purnp with novolty vamp ornament. Medium heel
Sizes 5 to 10.

Soft vinyl uppors
hord
solo. Ideal for travel or
dorm. Black, brown, white,
rod and ielue.

STYLE "W'
Wide strap and bucido pant shoe. Moulum

Sises 5 to 10.

elYiAlSTP CITY SANDALS
In White Krinkled Patent

LANES,sumALS ..• from Italy!
Genuine leather in brown and ton with novelty vamp
trim ... flat heels. Also red, white and blue vinyl...
medium heel. Sizes 5 to 10.

Perfect for your casual summer occasions. Sling
bock style with three vamp straps. Novelty heel.
White only in sizes 5 to 10.

Priced At lily

$499

The Sale You've
Waited For ....

Remember

OUR ANNUAL

You'll find exciting
money-saving specials
throughout the store. Save now on
spring and sunrises needs for family and home.

•

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS—FREE!

May
9th

ERS

Favorite
xis for

lack
nine
ad
Ihit.

Sale! MEN'S and YOUNG MEN'S LOAFERS and OXFORDS

11"
• Straps

• Buckles

• Leathers

• Man-made Materials

Chitairen's Dress-up

Misses', Girls' Plain or Cap Toe

CANVAS SNEAKERS
• Slipper
• Yellow

PERS

•Shris 7 to 12

MIPS and MPS

• White
• Stack

by Young Pals

YOUR CHOICE

Sizes Stet)

$5

99
4
$
Ideal for summer
fun. Sizes d to 8
and 84 to 3.

ti

Special? Regular $i"

Salad from newest styles
lor spring and summer
wear . in lirinitled
patents and smooth
finishes. Black and
brava, in sites 5 to
Ilandfl%to 4

LADIES' SNEAKERS
Oxfoni and sliyson styles in white,
beige and navy. Choice of several
. . . priced to save you $1.00 on
pair. Sixes 5 to 10.

Men's and Boys'

WORK SHOES

Men's Canvas

BOAT OXFORDS
and LOAFERS

Men's and Boys Basketball

SHOES and OXFORDS
• Black • While

SPECIAL

$89"999
Plain toe styles
with tough,
long warning
soles and heels.

Quality canvas uppers . .
moulded rubber soles. Cush
Ion Insole for metro comfort.
White or navy In broken axes
6%to 11.

Locelothe-toe oxfords or
high top styles. Heavy duck
uppers . . . non-slip rubber
solos. Cushion Inoolo. Sires
S%toZ 2%to 6;6%to 12.

Remember

You'll find exciting
money-saving specials
throughout the store. Savo now on
spring and sunrises needs for family and horns.

May
9th

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS—FREE!
Boys' Coarse Weave
BLUE BENIN

FLARE
LEG
JEANS
Boys' Permanently Pressed

Aufhonfic
Wostern Styling

SNORT SLEEVE SHIRTS
Choice of Dress or Sport Styles

lingo
DRI
Wive got 'srest Th• very popular
log loons . . in heavy vroight coors•
wsrov• bluo &train. Authentic wett•rn
style wit% button woist and ripper fly
front. Pockets or• riveted at mason.
Sonforised, ot cows*. Sires 210 IS

Boys UNLINED JACKETS
65% Dacron Polyester
and 35% Cotton with

Blended of polyester and cotton . . never need ironing. long
point and spread collars in assorted color solids, liffiP•8
and
fancies. Dress styles also in whit*. Sizes6 to 18.
Toponlid and %rod styles with
ond without cuffs. Polyostor and
cotton friends rased rso honing.
Solids and plaids in groin% gold,
blue, navy, black and brcnvn. 6
to IS
MEP sass
26 to 22

Boys' HI-Bulk
ORLON ACRYLIC
CREW SOCKS

Boys' Reg. Or Long Leg
BOXER STYLE
SWIM TRUNKS

$39.

Permanent Press
JUNIOR SLACKS
7520v4on* acry9c-252 MN&
Block goad, navy, kght blue,
ofiv• end brown. Strotch silos
64 toll% to I. 'Dupont

PER"ANENT PRESS
FINISH

Special Purchase! Regular '18"
3-Piece Sot

Wool lightweight rocket for oaol woo**,. Zippored
front style with barracuda collar and adlustable cuffs.
Navy, ton and blue in small, PVIediuni, large and extra
Imp sines.

MOLDED
LUGGAGE

Boys' Cotton Knit

BRIEFS AND
T-SHIRTS

16" Vanity, 21" Weekender
and 24" Pullman — ALL FOR

by HANES

3

fer $259

()witty cotton knit briefs ano
T-shirts that fit perfodly and
giv• long service.

A durables, well conslructed sot of
luggog• at on ornoringly low price.
Racing strips, adds dash and fashion
oppool. Deluxe nicirol plated flip tog
locks. Grolnod vinyl cowering . .
proloctivo vinyl burnpor . visashobl•
lining. Cholas of blue or arson.

No.

Choose In
or dress
Puktfor tool

The Sale You've
Waited For ....
OUR ANNUAL

You'll find exciting
nsoney-saving specials
throughout the store. Save now on
spring and summer needs For fondly and home.

Men's Assorted

SWIM TRUNKS
Lastex Windt or
Polyester-Cotion Blends
Regular boxer and long log boyar styles
with drawstring waist Blues green, gold
and red. S-1A-1.-Xl..

WEN'S STRAW NATS
Men's Short Slurs

Medium
And

DRESS and SPORT SHIRTS
No-Iron Polyester-Cotton Blends

$399 to $495
Choose hem solid colors, stripes end novelty fancy patterns . . In both sport
or dress styles. Long paint and spread cellars. Colors Include geld, green, blue,
purple, moan, brown, red, navy and white. Dress, 14 to 17; Sport,5-641.41.-

Topered and flare leg Myles with
or without cuffs. Sell and plaids
In blue, green, geld, wry, bladt
and brown. $s 3S

Men's Dacron -Cotton

NO-IRON PAJAMAS

SPRING TIES
Actual WOO Values

Long sleeve-long hug style In blue,green, brown
and gray fancy patterns. 65% Dacron. polyester 35% cotton fabric needs no ironing.

Men's Permanent Press

Assorted braids and cool numh weav
IN* gelid and fancy bonds. Sand, ceesera,
woo, black and gray.6% to 7%.

100% Polyester or
Polyester-Acetate Blend

Special
Purchase
$3.99 Values

Sizes 4-11-C-D.

$299
sod
$399

• Dupont TM

Sheaffer Pen and Pencil Set
FREE .

UNLINED
JACKETS

Men's Western

FLARE
LEG
JEANS

trCotregt Mend

Zip front style with
bammuda collar and
odluslable cuffs. Navy,
green, tan and blue.
S44.1.-XL

Correctly cut and Node of top quality
'materials for condertable itt and
long WOOr. Stock up now . . . get a
genuine Sheaffer pen and pencil sot
wills every Mr pieces.

Authentic western cut leans aro
the "in" thing this surenter. Zip
par fly front . . . riveted at
node* corners for extra strength.

Details of FREE
Pen and Pencil Set
Available of Store

Sanforised, of course. Sires
28 to IS.

The Sale You've
Waited For....
OUR ANNUAL

Remember

•
You'll find waiting
inonsirsaving @pooch
throughout tha storo. Saws now on
spring and surmwor woods for family and home-

2 GEORGE WASHINGTON BEDSPREADS -FREE!

•

May
9th

Exciting New Patterns and Colors in
"Lori-Lynn" Spring and Summer

SPORTSWEAR
• PANTS
• TOPS
Be reody to ...cloy warm sunny days
fabrio . . new stylos .
new colors
to bring you the bon values possiblo.

• JAMAICAS
• BLOUSES
casually
0 sportswear from Lori Lynn. New
now pattorns await your selection leaden* pried

Sanforized or Permanent Press

LADIES"'TURTLE-BAX" JEANS

$599th$899

Colorful prink, nautical stripes and solids
ore featured in the new IN" looks including flare
logs and sin:tight legs. Important clotails such as
wostorn style pockots, patch pocirots and button
fly hoof,. Saes Ito 20.

100% Polyester Double Knit

LADIES' DAY-TIME PANTS SET
PANTS — 8 to 20
Pull-on Styirs--Stitched Crease

SLEEVELESS VEST
5-Button Front
S-M-L

$999
kilischine washable set of 100% poly•ster double
novo, noels ironing. Solid colors include Newportknit labric that is completely washable and
wenn, Bermuda pink, Southhampton blue,
H0.'011011 orchid, white and navy.

100% Nylon Double Knit

STRETCH PANTS AND JAMAICAS
PANTS

JAMAICAS

$999 $499

100% nylon 2-wily strotch poi..,
pads and Jamaica. In yellow, Nue, pink,
navy, red, black and whit. $izes I to 20.
green, orchid, taffy,

Easy-Care Permanent Press

PANT TOPS AND BLOUSES

$399%$699

Colorful prints, delightful solids or warren plaids
. . . In colors from
deliono tints to **Aloe awdes.. Snout detail on
collars, cuffs and
podoels Saes 30 to 40.

